NAVAL PHOTOGRAPHIC CENTER FILM COLLECTION

- **NPC-1211-091-69**
  Place holder for missing P number rolls (no date)
  Original Format: 16mm film Film. Cross Reference: 074-075.
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **NPC-1211-091-69-P-0544**
  Original Format: 16mm film Film.
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **NPC-1211-091-69-P-0981**
  Original Format: 16mm film Film.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **NPC-1211-091-69-P-1075**
  1969 Inauguration (1/20/1969)
  Original Format: 16mm film Film.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **NPC-1211-091-69-P-1078**
  Original Format: 16mm film Film.
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*
NAVAL PHOTOGRAPHIC CENTER FILM COLLECTION

- **NPC-1211-091-69-P-1951**
  
  Original Format: 16mm film Film.
  
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **NPC-1211-091-69-P-2816**
  
  Keywords: Melvin Laird
  
  Original Format: 16mm film Film. Cross Reference: 074-075.
  
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **NPC-1211-091-69-P-2877**
  
  Original Format: 16mm film Film.
  
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **NPC-1211-091-69-P-5168**
  
  Original Format: 16mm film Film.
  
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **NPC-1211-091-69-P-9709**
  
  Original Format: 16mm film Film.
  
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*
NAVAL PHOTOGRAPHIC CENTER FILM COLLECTION

- **NPC-1211-099-69**
  
  
  R1: President Nixon's visit to Buckingham Palace, London, England, 2/1/1969, black and white, silent. (unclear if NPC filmed this reel due to being black and white film)
  
  Keywords: 1969 trip to Europe
  
  Original Format: 16mm film Film. Cross Reference: 1/4" original unknown.
  
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **NPC-1211-100-69**
  
  
  Silent footage.
  
  Runtime: R1: 00:04:40; R2: 00:01:05
  
  Keywords: Henry Kissinger
  
  Network/Producer: The White House/Naval Photographic Center.
  
  Original Format: 16mm film Film. Cross Reference: unknown - maybe no sound.
  
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **NPC-1211-101-69**
  
  
  Original Format: 16mm film Film. Cross Reference: unknown - maybe no sound.
  
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **NPC-1211-102-69**
  
  Mrs. Nixon visiting the West Coast ("Small Splendid Efforts") (1969)
  
  Original Format: 16mm film Film. Cross Reference: 061 (maybe), 062-064.
  
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*
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- **NPC-1211-103-69**
  Mrs. Nixon touring Universal Studios (7/23/1969, Los Angeles, California)

  Original Format: 16mm film Film. Cross Reference: 003.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- **NPC-1211-004-70**
  Place holder for missing P number rolls (no date)

  Original Format: 16mm film Film.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- **NPC-1211-004-70-P-3021**

  Keywords: Romania
  Original Format: 16mm film Film. Cross Reference: 007-014 (first half).
  DVD reference copy available

- **NPC-1211-004-70-P-3022**

  Original Format: 16mm film Film. Cross Reference: 007-014 (first half).
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- **NPC-1211-004-70-P-3023**

  Original Format: 16mm film Film. Cross Reference: 007-014 (first half).
  Reference copy may be created upon request.
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- **NPC-1211-004-70-P-3024**

  Original Format: 16mm film Film. Cross Reference: 007-014 (first half).
  DVD reference copy available

- **NPC-1211-005-70**
  Mrs. Nixon world trip (Incorporated into 1211-004-70) (1969)

  Original Format: 16mm film Film. Cross Reference: 007-014 (first half).
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- **NPC-1211-006-70**
  Nixon speeches: 1) Addressing the National Alliance of Businessmen on job opportunities (produced for Warner Brothers); 2) Statement on the 100th anniversary of football (produced for ABC) [for sound, see WHCA SR P-690919] (9/26/1969)

  Keywords: Sports, football

  Original Format: 16mm film Film. Cross Reference: unknown - maybe no sound [see WHCA SR P-690919]; check NPC SR #20.
  DVD reference copy available

- **NPC-1211-007-70**
  State Visit: Prime Minister Golda Meir of Israel (9/26/1969, Washington, D.C.)

  Runtime: 00:28:00

  Participants: President Nixon, Prime Minister of Israel Golda Meir

  Network/Producer: The White House. Production credits: Filmed by the Naval Photographic Center.

  Original Format: 16mm film Film. Cross Reference: 014 (Second half).
  DVD reference copy available
NAVAL PHOTOGRAPHIC CENTER FILM COLLECTION

- NPC-1211-008-70
  Presidential campaign television spots [1976 deposit/transfer inventory: "No material retained by NPC") (no date)

  Original Format: 16mm film Film. Cross Reference: 020.
  CD reference copy available

- NPC-1211-009-70
  Cancelled (Mrs. Nixon college trip) (no date)

  Original Format: 16mm film Film.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- NPC-1211-010-70
  Nixon witnessing Apollo 12 liftoff [no sound] (11/17/1969, Cape Kennedy (Cape Canaveral), Florida)

  Runtime: 00:28:00
  Keywords: NASA, National Aeronautics and Space Administration, space program, astronauts
  Network/Producer: The White House; Naval Photographic Center.

  Original Format: 16mm film Film. Cross Reference: 016.
  DVD reference copy available

- NPC-1211-011-70

  Original Format: 16mm film Film. Cross Reference: 017-018.
  DVD reference copy available
NAVAL PHOTOGRAPHIC CENTER FILM COLLECTION

- **NPC-1211-012A-70**
  Service bands auditions: Dance music (no date)
  
  Keywords: Music, performance
  
  Original Format: 16mm film Film. Cross Reference: 001 (maybe).
  
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- **NPC-1211-012B-70**
  Service bands auditions: Dinner music (no date)
  
  Keywords: Music, performance
  
  Original Format: 16mm film Film. Cross Reference: 001 (maybe).
  
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- **NPC-1211-012C-70**
  Service bands auditions: Instrumental solos (no date)
  
  Original Format: 16mm film Film. Cross Reference: 001 (maybe).
  
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- **NPC-1211-012D-70**
  Service bands auditions: Vocal chorus (no date)
  
  Original Format: 16mm film Film. Cross Reference: 001 (maybe).
  
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- **NPC-1211-012E-70**
  Service bands auditions: Specialty groups (no date)
  
  Original Format: 16mm film Film. Cross Reference: 001 (maybe).
  
  Reference copy may be created upon request.
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- **NPC-1211-013-70**
  
  Nixon's telephone call to the Apollo 12 astronauts (possibly no sound, but check NPC SR #019) (12/18/1969, Washington, D.C.)
  
  Keywords: NASA, National Aeronautics and Space Administration, space program, astronauts
  
  Original Format: 16mm film Film. Cross Reference: 019.
  
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **NPC-1211-014-70**
  
  Agnew trip to Asia (12/26/1969-1/19/1970)
  
  Original Format: 16mm film Film. Cross Reference: 024-047.
  
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **NPC-1211-015-70**
  
  Cancelled (Conference on Hunger) (no date)
  
  Original Format: 16mm film Film.
  
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **NPC-1211-016-70**
  
  Nixon at the Texas-Arkansas football game (12/6/1969, Fayetteville, Arkansas)
  
  Keywords: Sports, football
  
  Original Format: 16mm film Film. Cross Reference: 021.
  
  *DVD reference copy available*
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- **NPC-1211-017-70**
  Not Retained (TV Job for Dr Meyer) [1976 deposit/transfer inventory: "No material retained by NPC"] (no date)

  Original Format: 16mm film Film.
  
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- **NPC-1211-018-70**
  National Christmas tree lighting (12/16/1969, Washington, D.C.)

  Original Format: 16mm film Film. Cross Reference: 022-023.
  
  DVD reference copy available

- **NPC-1211-019-70**
  Not Retained (TV Editing) [1976 deposit/transfer inventory: "No material retained by NPC"] (no date)

  Original Format: 16mm film Film.
  
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- **NPC-1205-210-70**

  Keywords: environment, environmental, ecology, polution, mountains, lakes, rivers, clean air, Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)

  Original Format: 16mm film Film. Cross Reference: 050 (maybe).
  
  Reference copy may be created upon request.
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- NPC-1211-020-70
  Nixon statement filmed for a ceremony he could not attend at the Waldorf Astoria Hotel honoring the Eisenhower Medical Center (1/23/1970, Washington, D.C.)

  Original Format: 16mm film Film. Cross Reference: 048 (first half).
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- NPC-1211-021-70

  Original Format: 16mm film Film. Cross Reference: 047.
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- NPC-1211-022-70

  Original Format: 16mm film Film. Cross Reference: 048 (second half).
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- NPC-1211-023-70
  JFK Speech, 2/13/1970. No Material Retained (Tape Transfer of JFK Speech) [1976 deposit/transfer inventory: "no material retained by NPC. This was a video tape transfer to film." (2/13/1970)

  Original Format: 16mm film Film.
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*
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- **NPC-1211-024-70**
  Runtime: 00:32:45
  Network/Producer: The White House, the Naval Photographic Center.
  Original Format: 16mm film Film. Cross Reference: 051.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **NPC-1211-025-70**
  TV Spot: Narcotics (Drugs) (3/17/1970)
  Original Format: 16mm film Film. Cross Reference: 052.
  *CD reference copy available*

- **NPC-1211-026-70**
  Original Format: 16mm film Film. Cross Reference: 052.
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **NPC-1211-027-70**
  TV Spot: Job Bank [1976 deposit/transfer inventory: "All original material sent to Weast [West?] Coast producer"] (3/17/1970)
  Original Format: 16mm film Film. Cross Reference: 052.
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **NPC-1211-028-70**
  Not Retained (TV Transfer) [1976 deposit/transfer inventory: "No material retained by NPC"] (no date)
  Original Format: 16mm film Film.
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*
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- **NPC-1211-029-70**
  Not Retained (Color Test) [1976 deposit/transfer inventory: "No material retained by NPC"] (no date)

  Original Format: 16mm film Film.
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **NPC-1211-030-70**

  Original Format: 16mm film Film. Cross Reference: 054.
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **NPC-1211-031-70**

  Original Format: 16mm film Film. Cross Reference: 056.
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **NPC-1211-032-70**

  Original Format: 16mm film Film. Cross Reference: 055.
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **NPC-1211-033-70**
  Nixon visiting Hawaii (4/18/1970, Honolulu, Hawaii)

  No sound.
  Runtime: 00:19:40
  Keywords: Apollo 13, NASA, National Aeronautics and Space Administration, space program, astronauts
  Original Format: 16mm film Film. Cross Reference: unknown - maybe no sound.
  *DVD reference copy available*
NAVAL PHOTOGRAPHIC CENTER FILM COLLECTION

- **NPC-1211-034-70**
  Not Retained (Nixon speech on Vietnam) [1976 deposit/transfer inventory: "No material available. NPC crew not allowed to participate at last minute." ] (4/20/1970)
  
  Original Format: 16mm film Film.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- **NPC-1211-035-70**
  Cancelled (Atlanta, Georgia) [1976 deposit/transfer inventory: "Project Cancelled." ] (no date)
  
  Original Format: 16mm film Film.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- **NPC-1211-036-70**
  
  Original Format: 16mm film Film. Cross Reference: unknown - maybe no sound.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- **NPC-1211-037-70**
  
  Original Format: 16mm film Film. Cross Reference: unknown.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- **NPC-1211-038-70**
  
  Keywords: Student demonstration, protests, rally, rallies
  
  Original Format: 16mm film Film. Cross Reference: 060.
  DVD reference copy available
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- **NPC-1211-039-70**

  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **NPC-1211-040-70**
  Inaugural Commission [original 1976 inventory: "Project cancelled."] (no date)

  Original Format: 16mm film.
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **NPC-1211-041-70**
  1) Nixon addressing Junior Chamber Convention; 2) Mrs. Nixon in San Clemente departing to Peru
  (6/23/1970, 1) St Louis, Missouri; 2) San Clemente, California)

  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **NPC-1211-041C-70**
  Pat Nixon's Peruvian earthquake relief efforts & award ceremony  1) Peruvian Ambassador Fernando
  Berckemeyer awarding Pat Nixon "The Order of the Sun" medal, for delivering relief and medical supplies
  after the Peruvian earthquake 2) Pat Nixon and Peru's First Lady visiting Peru after earthquake (7/1970, 1)
  Washington, D.C.; 2) Peru)

  Participants: Pat Nixon

  *DVD reference copy available*
NAVAL PHOTOGRAPHIC CENTER FILM COLLECTION

- **NPC-1211-001-71**
  Nixon visiting the American Midwest: 1) Addressing the Appalachian Governor's Conference; 2) All-Star Baseball Game (1) 7/13/1970, 2) 7/14/1970, 1) Louisville, Kentucky; 2) Cincinnati, Ohio)

  Keywords: Sports, baseball
  Original Format: 16mm film Film. Cross Reference: 065-066.

  *DVD reference copy available*

- **NPC-1211-002-71**
  State Visit: Prince Charles and Princess Anne of Great Britain. Reel 1 includes official party at Smithsonian Aerospace Center looking at space exhibits; Reel 2 includes astronaut Borman at Smithsonian Aerospace Museum talking to official party. (7/16/1970, Washington, D.C.)

  Original Format: 16mm film Film. Cross Reference: 067-068 (first half).

  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **NPC-1211-003-71**

  Original Format: 16mm film Film. Cross Reference: 068 (second half).

  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **NPC-1211-004-71**

  Runtime: R1:00:31:00; R2:00:25:30

  Keywords: Henry Kissinger, Melvin Laird, presidential news conferences, presidential press conferences, Sports, baseball, Sports, baseball

  Network/Producer: The White House/Naval Photographic Center.

  Original Format: 16mm film Film. Cross Reference: unknown.

  *DVD reference copy available*
NAVAL PHOTOGRAPHIC CENTER FILM COLLECTION

- **NPC-1211-005-71**
  
  Original Format: 16mm film Film. Cross Reference: 069.
  
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **NPC-1211-006-71**
  
  Original Format: 16mm film Film. Cross Reference: unknown - maybe no sound.
  
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **NPC-1211-007-71**
  Not Retained (White House Stock Footage) (no date)
  
  Original Format: 16mm film Film.
  
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **NPC-1211-008-71**
  Mrs. Nixon visiting Bainbridge (8/13/1970, Bainbridge, Maryland)
  
  Original Format: 16mm film Film. Cross Reference: 072.
  
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **NPC-1211-009-71**
  Nixon addressing conference of Southern State Governors, discussing school desegregation (8/14/1970, New Orleans, Louisiana)
  
  Original Format: 16mm film Film. Cross Reference: 078 (maybe).
  
  *DVD reference copy available*
NAVAL PHOTOGRAPHIC CENTER FILM COLLECTION

- **NPC-1211-010-71**
  - Keywords: Melvin Laird
  - Reference copy may be created upon request.

- **NPC-1211-011-71**
  - Nixon visiting Puerto Vallarta, Mexico (8/20/1970, Puerto Vallarta, Mexico)
  - Keywords: Puerto Vallarta, Mexico
  - Reference copy may be created upon request.

- **NPC-1211-012-71**
  - Not Retained (White House 16mm) (no date)
  - Original Format: 16mm film.
  - Reference copy may be created upon request.

- **NPC-1211-013-71**
  - Reference copy may be created upon request.
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● NPC-1211-014-71
  Nixon meeting with President Ordaz of Mexico (9/3/1970, San Diego, CA)

  Original Format: 16mm film Film. Cross Reference: unknown - maybe no 1/4" originals.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

● NPC-1211-015-71

  Original Format: 16mm film Film. Cross Reference: 078 (maybe).
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

● NPC-1211-016-71

  Original Format: 16mm film Film. Cross Reference: 079-087.
  DVD reference copy available

● NPC-1211-016-71-Peace

  Original Format: 16mm film Film.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

● NPC-1211-017-71
  Not Retained ("Retouch Presidential Portrait") (no date)

  Original Format: 16mm film Film.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.
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- **NPC-1211-018-71-P-6586**
  Participants: Richard Nixon, Nicolae Ceaușescu
  Keywords: Romania
  Original Format: 16mm film Film. Cross Reference: 087.
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **NPC-1211-019-71-P-6807**
  Mrs. Nixon presented with the Volunteer of the Year Award (11/6/1970, Chicago, Illinois)
  Original Format: 16mm film Film. Cross Reference: 090.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **NPC-1211-020-71**
  Not Retained (Spot: Bob Hope Dinner) (11/16/1970)
  Original Format: 16mm film Film.
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **NPC-1211-021-71**
  Nixon addressing the National Association of Manufacturers at the Waldorf-Astoria Hotel (12/6/1970, New York, New York)
  Original Format: 16mm film Film. Cross Reference: 091.
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **NPC-1211-022-71**
  Not Retained ("Process 35mm Black and White Film") (no date)
  Original Format: 16mm film Film.
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*
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- **NPC-1211-023-71-P-7346**
  Nixon and Mrs. Nixon lighting the National Christmas Tree (12/16/1970, Washington, D.C.)
  
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- **NPC-1211-024-71**
  
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- **NPC-1211-025-71**
  Nixon visiting the Department of Agriculture's Agricultural Research Center (12/17/1970, Beltsville, Maryland)
  
  CD reference copy available

- **NPC-1211-026-71**
  Place holder for missing P number rolls (no date)
  
  Original Format: 16mm film.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- **NPC-1211-026-71-P-1127**
  Nixon addressing the University of Nebraska, including football team (1/3/1971, Lincoln, Nebraska)
  
  Keywords: Sports, football
  
  CD reference copy available
NAVAL PHOTOGRAPHIC CENTER FILM COLLECTION

- **NPC-1211-026-71-P-392**
  Nixon addressing the University of Nebraska, including football team (1/3/1971, Lincoln, Nebraska)
  
  Keywords: Sports, football

  Original Format: 16mm film Film. Cross Reference: 096.
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **NPC-1211-027-71-P-672**
  Nixon addressing the Annual National Prayer Breakfast at the Washington Hilton Hotel (2/2/1971, Washington, D.C.)
  
  Runtime: 00:12:10

  Original Format: 16mm film Film. Cross Reference: unknown - maybe no 1/4" audio tape.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **NPC-1211-028-71**
  Nixon receiving Humanitarian Award from the American College of Cardiology at the Washington Sheraton-Park Hotel (2/4/1971, Washington, D.C.)
  
  Original Format: 16mm film Film. Cross Reference: 097.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **NPC-1211-029-71-P-759**
  Nixon receiving diplomatic credentials from the Ambassadors of Mexico, Bolivia and Great Britain (2/8/1971, Washington, D.C.)
  
  Original Format: 16mm film Film. Cross Reference: 099.
  *DVD reference copy available*
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- **NPC-1211-030-71-P-775**
  
  
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **NPC-1211-031-71-P-828**
  Nixon speech on pollution (2/10/1971, Washington, D.C.)
  
  
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **NPC-1211-032-71-P-848**
  
  Original Format: 16mm film. Cross Reference: unknown - maybe no 1/4" audio tape.
  
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **NPC-1211-033-71-P-847**
  
  
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **NPC-1211-034-71-P-987**
  Nixon statement on health (2/18/1971, Washington, D.C.)
  
  Keywords: health care, health insurance
  
  
  *DVD reference copy available*
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- **NPC-1211-035-71-P-988**
  Woodrow Wilson Center dedication at the Old Smithsonian Institute Building (2/18/1971, Washington, D.C.)

  Original Format: 16mm film Film. Cross Reference: 103.
  
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **NPC-1211-036-71-P-998**

  Original Format: 16mm film Film. Cross Reference: 104 (maybe).
  
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **NPC-1211-037-71-P-1163**

  Original Format: 16mm film Film. Cross Reference: 105.
  
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **NPC-1211-038-71-P-1175**
  Nixon presenting portraits of President John Adams and Abigail Adams (with speech by Adams' Great, Great, Great Grandson) (2/26/1971, Washington, D.C.)

  Original Format: 16mm film Film. Cross Reference: 109 (maybe).
  
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **NPC-1211-039-71-P-1138**

  Original Format: 16mm film Film. Cross Reference: 102.
  
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*
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- **NPC-1211-040-71-P-1197**
  
  Nixon visiting Iowa: 1) Addressing the Iowa State Legislature (Special Farm Message); 2) Demonstrators (3/1/1971, Des Moines, Iowa)

  Original Format: 16mm film Film. Cross Reference: 106.
  
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **NPC-1211-041-71-P-1218**
  

  
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **NPC-1211-042-71**
  
  Nixon Photo Ops: 1) Receiving diplomatic credentials from the Ambassadors of Chile and Morocco; 2) Granting credentials to Ambassador Bush [note on shot card: "this footage is missing] (3/2/1971, Washington, D.C.)

  Original Format: 16mm film Film. Cross Reference: unknown - maybe no sound.
  
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **NPC-1211-043-71-P-1382**
  

  Original Format: 16mm film Film. Cross Reference: unknown - maybe no 1/4" audio tape.
  
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*
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- **NPC-1211-044-71-P-1438**
  Nixon addressing the National Conference on the Judiciary (3/11/1971, Williamsburg, Virginia)

  Original Format: 16mm film Film. Cross Reference: 108.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- **NPC-1211-045-71-P-1462**
  Nixon speaking at David Eisenhower’s graduation from Officer Candidates School (3/12/1972, Newport, Rhode Island)

  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- **NPC-1211-046-71-P-1525**
  Irish Night at the White House (3/16/1971, Washington, D.C.)

  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- **NPC-1211-047-71-P-1557**
  Nixon giving eulogy at the Funeral of Whitney Young (3/17/1971, Lexington, Kentucky)

  Keywords: African Americans, Civil Rights

  Original Format: 16mm film Film. Cross Reference: 110.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- **NPC-1211-048-71**
  Cancelled (Republican Fund Raising Dinner) (3/24/1971)

  Original Format: 16mm film Film.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.
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- **NPC-1211-049-71-P-1908**
  
  Original Format: 16mm film Film. Cross Reference: 114.
  
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- **NPC-1211-050-71**
  
  Original Format: 16mm film Film. Cross Reference: unknown - maybe no 1/4" audio tape.
  
  DVD reference copy available

- **NPC-1211-051-71-P-2022**
  Carl Yastrzemski presenting his 1970 All-Star Game MVP Award to Nixon (4/13/1971, Washington, D.C.)
  
  Keywords: Sports, baseball
  
  Original Format: 16mm film Film. Cross Reference: unknown - maybe no 1/4" audio tape.
  
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- **NPC-1211-052-71-P-2057**
  
  Original Format: 16mm film Film. Cross Reference: unknown - maybe no 1/4" audio tape.
  
  Reference copy may be created upon request.
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- **NPC-1211-053-71-P-2057**
  Nixon meeting with Dr. Rainier Barzel (Chairman of Germany's Christian Democratic Union Party)
  (4/14/1971, Washington, D.C.)

  Original Format: 16mm film Film. Cross Reference: unknown - maybe no 1/4" audio tape.
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **NPC-1211-054-71-P-2112**
  Photo Ops: 1) Rose Garden Stock Footage; 2) Nixon presenting Award to Handicapped Twins; 3) Bernard Lasker Presents Leather Bull to Nixon; 4) Nixon meeting with Rio Grande City High School Student Council
  (4/16/1971, Washington, D.C.)

  Original Format: 16mm film Film. Cross Reference: unknown - maybe no 1/4" audio tape.
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **NPC-1211-055-71-P-2113**

  Original Format: 16mm film Film.
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **NPC-1211-056-71-P-2130**
  Nixon addressing the Republican Governors Conference (4/19/1971, Williamsburg, Virginia)

  Original Format: 16mm film Film. Cross Reference: 115.
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*
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- **NPC-1211-057-71-P-1824**
  Nixon Photo Ops: 1) Receiving First Citizen Award from the Robert A. Taft Institute of Government; 2) Meeting with Building Trades Council; 3) Meeting with Secretary Hardin and George Lincoln; 4) Meeting with Michael Newton, Poster Child for the "Hearing and Speech" Month Campaign; 5) Walking with Kissinger to a Helicopter on the White House South Lawn (4/19/1971-4/21/1971, Washington, D.C.)
  
  Keywords: Henry Kissinger
  
  Original Format: 16mm film Film. Cross Reference: maybe no audio.
  
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **NPC-1211-058-71-P-2135**
  
  
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **NPC-1211-059-71**
  Cancelled (Agriculture Editors) (4/20/1971)
  
  Original Format: 16mm film Film.
  
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **NPC-1211-060-71**
  Tricia Nixon's wedding shower and wedding (Shower on 6/1/1971; Wedding on 6/19/1971, Washington, D.C.)
  
  
  *DVD reference copy available*
NAVAL PHOTOGRAPHIC CENTER FILM COLLECTION

- **NPC-1211-061-71**
  Nixon addressing the U.S. Chamber of Commerce at Constitution Hall (4/26/1971, Washington, D.C.)


  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **NPC-1211-062-71**
  Nixon Photo Ops: 1) Receiving the U.N. Charter from Henry Cabot Lodge; 2) Watching All Ohio State Fair Youth Choir; 3) Meeting with Defense Minister Gorton of Australia; 4) Attending the swearing-in of Dr. James Fletcher as NASA Administrator; 5) Meeting with National-Voluntary Action Committee; 6) Diplomatic credentials from the Ambassadors of Kuwait and Guinea; 7) Meeting with Secretary Laird, Secretary Chafee and James E. Johnson, Assistant Secretary of the Navy (4/26/1971-4/27/1971, Washington, D.C.)

  Keywords: NASA, National Aeronautics and Space Administration, space program, astronauts

  Original Format: 16mm film.

  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **NPC-1211-063-71**

  Keywords: presidential news conferences, presidential press conferences


  *DVD reference copy available*

- **NPC-1211-064-71**
  Nixon meeting with Mrs. Jayne Spain following her appointment as Vice Chairman of Civil Service Commission (4/29/1971, Washington, D.C.)

  Original Format: 16mm film.

  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*
NAVAL PHOTOGRAPHIC CENTER FILM COLLECTION

- NPC-1211-065-71
  Original Format: 16mm film Film.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- NPC-1211-066-71-P-2515
  Salute to Agriculture Week, including Glen Campbell Entertaining (5/6/1971-5/7/1971, Washington, D.C.)
  Keywords: Musician, musicians, music, celebrities, performance, American popular music
  Original Format: 16mm film Film. Cross Reference: 120-121.
  CD reference copy available

- NPC-1211-067-71
  David Eisenhower and Julie Nixon Eisenhower press conference in which they address David's military services, Tricia Nixon's wedding, and President Nixon's Politics (5/11/1971, Norfolk, Virginia)
  Original Format: 16mm film Film. Cross Reference: 123.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- NPC-1211-068-71
  Mrs. Nixon attending Red Cross Convention (5/14/1971, Tulsa, Oklahoma)
  Reference copy may be created upon request.
NAVAL PHOTOGRAPHIC CENTER FILM COLLECTION

- **NPC-1211-069-71**
  Nixon visiting Gateway National Recreation Area (5/10/1971, Newark, New Jersey)

  Original Format: 16mm film. Cross Reference: 122 (first half).
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **NPC-1211-070-71**
  Nixon meeting with Secretary of State William P. Rogers (5/19/1971, Washington, D.C.)

  Original Format: 16mm film.
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **NPC-1211-071-71**
  Remarks by President Nixon on the Cancer Cure Program (5/11/1971, Washington, D.C.)

  Runtime: 00:03:50
  Participants: Elliot Richardson
  Network/Producer: The White House/Naval Photographic Center.

  Original Format: 16mm film. Cross Reference: 122 (second half).
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **NPC-1211-072-71**
  Cancelled (Television Spot: Senator Towers) (no date)

  Original Format: 16mm film.
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **NPC-1211-073-71**
  Nixon meeting with State Legislators (5/19/1971, Washington, D.C.)

  Original Format: 16mm film.
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*
NAVAL PHOTOGRAPHIC CENTER FILM COLLECTION

- **NPC-1211-074-71**
  Cancelled (Small Business Man of the Year Award) (no date)
  
  Original Format: 16mm film Film.
  
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- **NPC-1211-075-71**
  Nixon receiving diplomatic credentials from the Ambassadors of Brazil, Taiwan (Nationalist China), and Togo (5/19/1971, Washington, D.C.)
  
  Keywords: People's Republic of China
  
  Original Format: 16mm film Film.
  
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- **NPC-1211-076-71**
  Nixon addressing American Red Cross Convention at the Sheraton Park Hotel (5/19/1971, Washington, D.C.)
  
  Original Format: 16mm film Film. Cross Reference: 127 (first section).
  
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- **NPC-1211-077-71**
  
  Original Format: 16mm film Film. Cross Reference: 127 (second section).
  
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- **NPC-1211-078-71**
  Nixon attending the Johnson Presidential Library Dedication (5/22/1971, Austin, Texas)
  
  Original Format: 16mm film Film. Cross Reference: 129.
  
  Reference copy may be created upon request.
NAVAL PHOTOGRAPHIC CENTER FILM COLLECTION

- **NPC-1211-079-71**

  Original Format: 16mm film Film. Cross Reference: 130.
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **NPC-1211-080-71**

  Original Format: 16mm film Film. Cross Reference: 127 (third section).
  *CD reference copy available*

- **NPC-1211-081-71**
  No Material Retained (POW Wives) (5/21/1971)

  Original Format: 16mm film Film.
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **NPC-1211-082-71**
  Nixon addressing the Associated Council of the Arts at the Mayflower Hotel (5/26/1971, Washington, D.C.)

  Original Format: 16mm film Film. Cross Reference: 128.
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **NPC-1211-083-71**
  Nixon speaking at West Point Academy (6/1/1971, West Point, New York)

  Participants: President Richard Nixon

  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*
NAVAL PHOTOGRAPHIC CENTER FILM COLLECTION

- **NPC-1211-084-71**
  Original Format: 16mm film Film.
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **NPC-1211-085-71**
  State Dinner Honoring the Anastasio Somoza Debayle, the President of Nicaragua (6/2/1971, Washington, D.C.)
  Original Format: 16mm film Film.
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **NPC-1211-086-71**
  Original Format: 16mm film Film. Cross Reference: 141 or 142 (maybe).
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **NPC-1211-087-71**
  Nixon at the National Explorer President's Congress (6/2/1971, Washington, D.C.)
  Original Format: 16mm film Film.
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **NPC-1211-088-71**
  Original Format: 16mm film Film.
  *DVD reference copy available*
NAVAL PHOTOGRAPHIC CENTER FILM COLLECTION

- **NPC-1211-089-71**
  Nixon watching the Poznan Boys Choir (from Poland) and the All-Philadelphia Boys Choir (6/3/1971, Washington, D.C.)
  
  Original Format: 16mm film Film. Cross Reference: 132.
  
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- **NPC-1211-090-71**
  
  Original Format: 16mm film Film. Cross Reference: 133.
  
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- **NPC-1211-091-71**
  Cancelled ("The FBI") (6/7/1971)
  
  Original Format: 16mm film Film.
  
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- **NPC-1211-092-71**
  Nixon meeting with Executive Board of the National Association of Home Builders (6/7/1971, Washinton, D.C.)
  
  Original Format: 16mm film Film.
  
  Reference copy may be created upon request.
NAVAL PHOTOGRAPHIC CENTER FILM COLLECTION

- **NPC-1211-093-71**
  Nixon Photo Ops: 1) Meeting with Chancellor Willy Brandt of West Germany; 2) Meeting with Kissinger and Ellsworth Bunker (6/15/1971-6/16/1971, Washinton, D.C.)
  
  Keywords: Henry Kissinger
  
  Original Format: 16mm film Film.
  
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **NPC-1211-094-71**
  
  Participants: President Nixon, Bud Krogh, Jerome Jaffe
  
  Keywords: drugs, drug abuse, narcotics, heroin, marijuana, addicts, addiction, prevention, programs, public enemy number one
  
  Original Format: 16mm film Film. Cross Reference: 141 or 142 (maybe).
  
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **NPC-1211-095-71**
  Nixon and Governor Rockefeller briefing the media (6/18/1971, Rochester, NY)
  
  Original Format: 16mm film Film.
  
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **NPC-1211-096-71**
  Nixon addressing the American Medical Association Convention (6/22/1971, Atlantic City, New Jersey)
  
  Original Format: 16mm film Film. Cross Reference: 139.
  
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*
NAVAL PHOTOGRAPHIC CENTER FILM COLLECTION

- **NPC-1211-097-71**
  
  No Material Retained (White House Labels Project) (no date)
  
  Original Format: 16mm film Film.
  
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- **NPC-1211-098-71**
  
  
  Original Format: 16mm film Film. Cross Reference: 140 (maybe).
  
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- **NPC-1211-099-71**
  
  Nixon visiting the American Midwest: 1) Placing a dedication plaque at his mother's birthplace; 2) Speaking at the Dr. Hovde retirement dinner (6/24/1971, Vernon, Indiana)
  
  Original Format: 16mm film Film.
  
  CD reference copy available

- **NPC-1211-100-71**
  
  
  Original Format: 16mm film Film.
  
  Reference copy may be created upon request.
NAVAL PHOTOGRAPHIC CENTER FILM COLLECTION

- **NPC-1211-101-71**
  Not Retained (Mrs. Nixon Presented the Order of the Sun by Peruvian Government at the Peruvian Embassy) (no date, Washington, D.C.)

  Original Format: 16mm film Film.
  
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- **NPC-1211-102-71**
  Nixon addressing the graduating class of the Federal Bureau of Investigation with Attorney General John Mitchell and FBI Director J. Edgar Hoover at the FBI Headquarters (6/30/1971, Washington, D.C.)

  Original Format: 16mm film Film. Cross Reference: 144.
  
  DVD reference copy available

- **NPC-1211-103-71**
  Nixon addressing the Heroin Treaty with Turkey (related to drugs) (6/30/1971, Washington, D.C.)

  Original Format: 16mm film Film. Cross Reference: 141 or 142 (maybe).
  
  DVD reference copy available

- **NPC-1211-104-71**
  Nixon visiting Western America: 1) Meeting with Drug Abuse Team, including Ehrlichman and Dr. Jaffe; 2) Meeting with Ambassador Kennedy, Secretary Rogers, and Kissinger; 3) Briefing the media upon his Arrival in Kansas City; 4) Signing the Emergency Employment Act of 1971 (7/5/1971-7/6/1971, 1-2, 4) San Clemente, California; 3) Kansas City, Missouri)

  Keywords: Henry Kissinger

  Original Format: 16mm film Film.
  
  DVD reference copy available
NAVAL PHOTOGRAPHIC CENTER FILM COLLECTION

- **NPC-1211-105-71**
  Nixon watching Summer in the Parks (includes scene with Gladys Knight and The Pips) (6/30/1971, Washington, D.C.)
  
  Original Format: 16mm film Film. Cross Reference: 145-146.
  VHS reference copy available

- **NPC-1211-100-72**
  President Nixon signing the 26th Amendment (7/5/1971, Washington, D.C.)
  
  Runtime: 00:23:51
  Keywords: vote, voting, voters, 18-year old vote, voting age, voting rights, elections, presidential elections, 26th Amendment
  
  Original Format: 16mm film Film. Cross Reference: 147.
  DVD reference copy available

- **NPC-1211-101-72**
  
  Original Format: 16mm film Film.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- **NPC-1211-102-72**
  Nixon visiting the American Midwest: 1) Arriving at Ottumwa Airport (sign in the crowd, "Thank You Mr. President For China"); 2) Addressing the dedication of Rathbun Dam 3) Arriving at Canton Airport; 4) Addressing banquet at the National Football Hall of Fame (7/30/1971-7/31/1971, 1-2) Ottumwa, Iowa; 3-4) Canton, Ohio)
  
  Keywords: Sports, football, People's Republic of China
  
  Original Format: 16mm film Film. Cross Reference: 149.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.
NAVAL PHOTOGRAPHIC CENTER FILM COLLECTION

- **NPC-1211-103-72**
  
  Cancelled (Advanced Trip) (no date)

  Original Format: 16mm film Film.

  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **NPC-1211-104-72**
  
  "Filmgraph:" Silent Film Stills of Kissinger, Zhou Enlai, and other officials of the People's Republic of China (no date)

  Keywords: Henry Kissinger, People's Republic of China

  Original Format: 16mm film Film.

  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **NPC-1211-105-72**
  
  Nixon remarking at the portrait unveiling of Clarence Cannon and John Taber at the Capitol Building (7/28/1971, Washington, D.C.)


  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **NPC-1211-106-72**
  

  Network/Producer: The White House, Naval Photographic Center.

  Original Format: 16mm film Film.

  *DVD reference copy available*
NAVAL PHOTOGRAPHIC CENTER FILM COLLECTION

- **NPC-1211-107-72**
  Legacy of the Parks (includes addresses from Mrs. Nixon and Ehrlichman and Mrs. Nixon receiving a Forest Ranger Certificate) (8/1971, 1) Mclean, Virginia; 2) Battle Creek, Michigan; 3) Minneapolis, Minnesota; 4) Medford, Oregon; 5) San Diego, California; 6) Border Field, California)


  *DVD reference copy available*

- **NPC-1211-108-72**

  Original Format: 16mm film Film. Cross Reference: 150.

  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **NPC-1211-109-72**

  Runtime: 00:08:40

  Keywords: Cabinet Committee on Opportunities for Spanish Speaking People (CCOSSP)

  Original Format: 16mm film Film.

  *DVD reference copy available*

- **NPC-1211-110-72**

  Keywords: Henry Kissinger

  Original Format: 16mm film Film.

  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*
NAVAL PHOTOGRAPHIC CENTER FILM COLLECTION

- **NPC-1211-111-72**
  

  Keywords: Ronald Reagan (reel 4)
  
  Original Format: 16mm film. Cross Reference: 152 (1); 153 (2); 154 (4).

  *DVD reference copy available*

- **NPC-1211-112-72**
  


  *CD reference copy available*

- **NPC-1211-113-72**
  
  Nixon meeting with Secretary Richardson, Ambassador Rush, and Kissinger (8/27/1971, San Clemente, California)

  Keywords: Henry Kissinger

  Original Format: 16mm film.

  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **NPC-1211-114-72-P-4403**
  
  Aerials of the Spirit of '76 (Air Force One) (8/1971)

  Original Format: 16mm film.

  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*
NAVAL PHOTOGRAPHIC CENTER FILM COLLECTION

- **NPC-1211-115-72**
  - *DVD reference copy available*

- **NPC-1211-116-72-P-4448**
    - Keywords: Henry Kissinger
    - *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **NPC-1211-117-72**
  - Nixon visiting the Kennedy Center (9/9/1971, Washington, D.C.)
  - Original Format: 16mm film.
  - *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **NPC-1211-118-72**
  - Original Format: 16mm film.
  - *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **NPC-1211-119-72**
  - New podium test (9/10/1971, Washington, D.C.)
  - *DVD reference copy available*
NAVAL PHOTOGRAPHIC CENTER FILM COLLECTION

- **NPC-1211-120-72**
  Mrs. Nixon christening the U.S.S. California (9/22/1971, Newport News, Virginia)

  Original Format: 16mm film Film. Cross Reference: 159 (second half).
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **NPC-1211-121-72**
  Nixon Photo Ops: 1) Meeting with Ambassador Corneliu Bogdan of Romania; 2) Greeting Winners of the 7th World International Bowling Federation and President Nixon bowling; 3) Meeting with Congressional Committee on Economic Proposals (9/17/1971, Washington, D.C.)

  Keywords: Romania, Sports, bowling

  Original Format: 16mm film Film.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **NPC-1211-122-72**

  Original Format: 16mm film Film.
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **NPC-1211-123-72**
  Nixon visiting Economic Club of Detroit at Cobo Hall (9/23/1971, Detroit, Michigan)

  Original Format: 16mm film Film. Cross Reference: 164 (maybe), WHCA-SR-P-710909.
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*
NAVAL PHOTOGRAPHIC CENTER FILM COLLECTION

- **NPC-1211-124-72**
  

  Keywords: Henry Kissinger

  Original Format: 16mm film Film. Cross Reference: 166 (first half) (2); 161 (5); 163 (6-7); 165 (4).

  *DVD reference copy available*

- **NPC-1211-125-72**
  

  Keywords: Henry Kissinger

  Original Format: 16mm film Film.

  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **NPC-1211-126-72**
  
  Nixon presenting the Medal of Freedom Award to NATO's Secretary General, Manlio Brosio (9/29/1971, Washington, D.C.)

  Original Format: 16mm film Film. Cross Reference: 166 (second half).

  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **NPC-1211-127-72**
  
  Cancelled (Presidential Podium) (9/30/1971)

  Original Format: 16mm film Film.

  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*
NAVAL PHOTOGRAPHIC CENTER FILM COLLECTION

- **NPC-1211-128-72**

  Nixon Photo Ops: 1) State Visit: Italian Foreign Minister Aldo Moro; 2) Attending the swearing-In of Charlotte T. Reid, Commissioner of Federal Communications Commission; 3) Meeting with Secretary Volpe and Members of the Order Sons of Italy in America; 4) State Visit: Prime Minister Razak of Malaysia; 5) Before and After Phase II Announcement (10/5/1971-10/11/1971, Washington, D.C.)

  Original Format: 16mm film Film.

  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- **NPC-1211-129-72**

  Nixon speaking at Forest Festival (10/8/1971, Elkins, West Virginia)

  Original Format: 16mm film Film. Cross Reference: 167.

  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- **NPC-1211-130-72**


  Original Format: 16mm film Film.

  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- **NPC-1211-131-72**

  Nixon attending the portrait unveiling of Congressman F. Edward Hebert at the Sam Rayburn Building (10/12/1971, Washington, D.C.)

  Original Format: 16mm film Film. Cross Reference: 168 (maybe).

  Reference copy may be created upon request.
NAVAL PHOTOGRAPHIC CENTER FILM COLLECTION

- **NPC-1211-132-72**
  Nixon statement in support of Senator Percy (10/12/1971, Washington, D.C.)
  
  
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **NPC-1211-133-72**
  Nixon statement in support of Senator Griffin (10/12/1971, Washington, D.C.)
  
  
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **NPC-1211-134-72**
  Nixon attending Billy Graham Day (10/15/1971, Charlotte, North Carolina)
  
  
  *VHS reference copy available*

- **NPC-1211-135-72**
  Nixon turning over Fort Detrick to the Cancer Research Council (10/18/1971, Federick, Maryland)
  
  
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*
NAVAL PHOTOGRAPHIC CENTER FILM COLLECTION

- **NPC-1211-136-72**
  Nixon Photo Ops: 1) Attending presentation by the National Multiple Sclerosis Society; 2) Meeting with Secretary Rogers and Robert Finch; 3) Attending Eisenhower Theater Opening Performance at the Kennedy Center; 4) State Visit: Prime Minister Sirimavo Bandaranaike, of Ceylon; 5) Diplomatic credentials from the Ambassadors of Malta, Senegal, Bolivia, Yugoslavia, Argentina (10/18/1971-10/21/1972, Washington, D.C.)

  Keywords: Music, performance

  Original Format: 16mm film Film. Cross Reference: 172 (maybe).

  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **NPC-1211-137-72**
  President Nixon speaking at the National Federation of Republican Women Convention at the Hilton Hotel (10/22/1971, Washington, D.C.)

  Reel 1: Outs - No Sound (b-roll footage). Silent footage of people in audience and President Nixon on the speaker’s stand. (16 minutes)

  Reel 2: President Nixon's speech (with sound) (31 minutes)

  Runtime: 00:47:00


  Original Format: 16mm film Film. Cross Reference: 171.

  *DVD reference copy available*


- **NPC-1211-138-72**
  Nixon Photo Ops: 1) Nixon receiving the Silver Buffalo Award from the Boy Scouts of America; 2) Greeting Vietnam Veterans; 3) Meeting with Vice President Agnew (10/26/1971-10/29/1971, Washington, D.C.)

  Keywords: Vietnam War

  Original Format: 16mm film Film. Cross Reference: 172 (maybe).

  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*
NAVAL PHOTOGRAPHIC CENTER FILM COLLECTION

- **NPC-1211-139-72**  
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **NPC-1211-140-72**  
  Original Format: 16mm film.  
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **NPC-1211-141-72**  
  Original Format: 16mm film.  
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **NPC-1211-142-72**  
  Keywords: Henry Kissinger  
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **NPC-1211-143-72**  
  Cancelled (Photo Opportunity) (no date)  
  Original Format: 16mm film.  
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*
NAVAL PHOTOGRAPHIC CENTER FILM COLLECTION

- **NPC-1211-144-72**
  
  Cancelled (Fundraising in New York and Chicago) (no date)

  Original Format: 16mm film Film.

  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **NPC-1211-145-72**
  
  Nixon attending wreath laying for the Tomb of the Unknown Soldier's 50th Anniversary (11/11/1971, Arlington, Virginia)

  Original Format: 16mm film Film.

  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **NPC-1211-146-72**
  
  Nixon Photo Ops: 1) Meeting with Arthur Flemming, John Unitas, Carmella LaSpada, and George Bell; 2) Meeting Prince Sadruddin Aga Khan, U.N.'s High Commissioner for Refugees; 3) John Dean Presenting two volumes of Supreme Court history to Nixon [The footage of John Dean as described by the shot card is not on the work print or videotape copies] (11/15/1971-11/16/1971, Washington, D.C.)

  Original Format: 16mm film Film.

  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **NPC-1211-147-72**
  
  Cancelled (Presidential Podium) (no date)

  Original Format: 16mm film Film.

  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*
NAVAL PHOTOGRAPHIC CENTER FILM COLLECTION

- **NPC-1211-148-72**
  Cancelled (Cost of Living Council) (11/15/1971)

  Original Format: 16mm film Film.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- **NPC-1211-149-72**

  Original Format: 16mm film Film.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- **NPC-1211-150-72**
  Nixon speaking at Eisenhower Medical Center Dedication (11/27/1971, Palm Desert, California)

  DVD reference copy available

- **NPC-1211-151-72**
  Note from shot card: Good sequence of President Nixon walking from office to helo and helicopter taking off on clear autumn day, sun in background.

  Keywords: Henry Kissinger

  Original Format: 16mm film Film.
  DVD reference copy available
NAVAL PHOTOGRAPHIC CENTER FILM COLLECTION

- **NPC-1211-152-72**
  Nixon addressing 4-H Club Convention (12/1/1971, Chicago, Illinois)

  Original Format: 16mm film Film. Cross Reference: 176.
  
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- **NPC-1211-153-72**
  Nixon attending White House Conference on Aging at a Hilton Hotel (12/2/1971, Washington, D.C.)

  Original Format: 16mm film Film. Cross Reference: 175.
  
  DVD reference copy available

- **NPC-1211-154-72**
  State Visit: Prime Minister Golda Meir of Israel (12/2/1971, Washington, D.C.)

  Network/Producer: The White House. Production credits: Filmed by the Naval Photographic Center.

  Original Format: 16mm film Film.

  DVD reference copy available

- **NPC-1211-155-72**
  Nixon receiving diplomatic credentials from the Ambassadors of Indonesia, Morocco, Pakistan, Portugal (12/6/1971, Washington, D.C.)

  Original Format: 16mm film Film.

  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- **NPC-1211-156-72**
  State Visit: Prime Minister Trudeau of Canada (12/6/1971, Washington, D.C.)

  Original Format: 16mm film Film.

  Reference copy may be created upon request.
NAVAL PHOTOGRAPHIC CENTER FILM COLLECTION

- **NPC-1211-157-72**
  State Visit: Prime Minister Medici of Brazil (12/7/1971, Washington, D.C.)
  Original Format: 16mm film
  Cross Reference: 177 (second half).
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- **NPC-1211-158-72**
  Original Format: 16mm film
  Cross Reference: 177 (first half).
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- **NPC-1211-159-72**
  No sound
  Runtime: 00:10:00
  Keywords: Feminism, Feminist movement, women's rights, Women's Liberation, equality, equal rights, gender, civil rights, activists, fashion, women
  Network/Producer: White House. Production credits: Naval Photographic Center.
  Original Format: 16mm film
  DVD reference copy available

- **NPC-1211-160-72**
  Nixon meeting with French President Pompidou (12/12/1971-12/14/1971, The Azores)
  Keywords: Henry Kissinger
  Original Format: 16mm film
  Reference copy may be created upon request.
NAVAL PHOTOGRAPHIC CENTER FILM COLLECTION

- **NPC-1211-161-72**
  Cancelled (National Christmas Tree) (no date)
  
  Original Format: 16mm film Film.  
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **NPC-1211-162-72**
  Nixon Photo Ops: 1) Announcing repeal of Excise Tax; 2) State Visit: British Prime Minister Heath  
  (12/20/1971-12/21/1971, Hamilton, Bermuda)
  
  Original Format: 16mm film Film.  
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **NPC-1211-163-72**
  Nixon meeting Chancellor Willy Brandt of West Germany (12/28/1971-12/30/1971, Key Biscayne, Florida)
  
  Original Format: 16mm film Film. Cross Reference: 181.  
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **NPC-1211-164-72**
  Nixon meeting with Prime Minister Saito of Japan (1/6/1972, San Clemente, California)
  
  Original Format: 16mm film Film. Cross Reference: 188 (first half).  
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **NPC-1211-165-72**
  Pat Nixon's trip to Africa ("America's First Lady of Friendship Visits Africa") (1/1/1972-1/9/1972)
  
  Participants: Pat Nixon  
  
  *DVD reference copy available*
NAVAL PHOTOGRAPHIC CENTER FILM COLLECTION

- **NPC-1211-166-72**
  

  Original Format: 16mm film Film.
  
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **NPC-1211-167-72**
  
  Nixon Photo Ops: 1) Departing on helicopter to Key Biscayne; 2) Nixon family at Marble Collegiate Church and Nighttime Tour of New York City; 3) Attending Bipartisan Leadership Meeting (12/18/1971-12/19/1971, 2) New York, New York)

  Original Format: 16mm film Film.
  
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **NPC-1211-168-72**
  
  Christmas decorations at the White House. Various shots of Christmas tree, nativity scene, and other decorations (12/18/1971, Washington, D.C.)

  Original Format: 16mm film Film.

  *DVD reference copy available*

- **NPC-1211-169-72**
  

  Original Format: 16mm film Film.

  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*
NAVAL PHOTOGRAPHERIC CENTER FILM COLLECTION

- **NPC-1211-170-72**
  

  Runtime: 00:12:33

  Network/Producer: The White House/Naval Photographic Center.

  Original Format: 16mm film Film. Cross Reference: 178.

  *DVD reference copy available*

- **NPC-1211-171-72**
  
  Nixon Photo Ops: 1) Presenting National Truck Diver of the Year Award to Clarence Hoffman; 2) Meeting with Secretary Rogers, Kissinger, and Ambassador Gerald Smith (1/3/1972, Washington, D.C.)

  Keywords: Henry Kissinger

  Original Format: 16mm film Film.

  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **NPC-1211-172-72**
  
  Nixon addressing National Steel and Shipbuilding Company (1/4/1972, San Diego, California)

  Original Format: 16mm film Film. Cross Reference: 188 (second half).

  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **NPC-1211-173-72**
  

  Keywords: NASA, National Aeronautics and Space Administration, space program, astronauts

  Original Format: 16mm film Film.

  *DVD reference copy available*
NAVAL PHOTOGRAPHIC CENTER FILM COLLECTION

- **NPC-1211-174-72**
  
  Nixon Photo Ops: 1) Attending the swearing-in of John Sheehan as Governor of the Federal Reserve Board; 2) Greeting Ascension Academy Fifth Grade Class of Alexandria, Virginia (Nixon is presented with books about China) (1/11/1972-1/13/1972, Washington, D.C.)

  Keywords: People's Republic of China
  
  Original Format: 16mm film Film.
  
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **NPC-1211-175-72**
  
  Nixon meeting His Eminence, Terrence Cardinal Cooke (1/20/1972, Washington, D.C.)

  Original Format: 16mm film Film. Cross Reference: 198 (maybe).

  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **NPC-1211-176-72**
  
  President Nixon delivering the 1972 State of the Union at the U.S. Capitol (1/20/1972, Washington, D.C.)

  Runtime: 00:33:20


  Original Format: 16mm film Film. Cross Reference: 189.

  *DVD reference copy available*
NAVAL PHOTOGRAPHIC CENTER FILM COLLECTION

- **NPC-1211-177-72**

  Runtime: 00:18:15

  Network/Producer: The White House. Production credits: Filmed by the Naval Photographic Center.

  Original Format: 16mm film Film.

  *DVD reference copy available*

- **NPC-1211-178-72**
  State Visit: Prime Minister Biesheuvel of the Netherlands (1/26/1972, Washington, D.C.)

  Original Format: 16mm film Film.

  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **NPC-1211-179-72**
  Pat Nixon speaking to a group of visitors about the Blue Room restoration; President Nixon (with Pat Nixon) speaking about the White House to a group of visitors (1/25/1972, White House, Washington, D.C.)

  President Nixon also makes remarks regarding the shooting of Governor George Wallace

  Runtime: Reel 2: 00:27:30

  Original Format: 16mm film Film.

  *DVD reference copy available*
NAVAL PHOTOGRAPHIC CENTER FILM COLLECTION

- **NPC-1211-180-72**
  Remarks by President Nixon at a ceremony presenting the Medal of Freedom to DeWitt Wallace and Lila Wallace (founders of the Reader's Digest) and a musical performance by the Ray Conniff Singers, including an anti-war protest by Carole Feraci (1/28/1972, Washington, D.C.)

  Runtime: 00:24:00

  Keywords: Musician, musicians, music, celebrities, performance, American popular music


  DVD reference copy available

- **NPC-SR-191**
  NPC-1211-183-72: Remarks by President Nixon to professional and collegiate athletes, their wives, members of the sports media, representatives of advertising firms, and athletic league officials at the fifth White House Conference on Drug Abuse, 2/3/1972. NPC-1211-180-72 Remarks by President Nixon at a ceremony presenting the Medal of Freedom to DeWitt Wallace and Lila Wallace (founders of the Reader's Digest) and a musical performance by the Ray Conniff Singers, including an anti-war protest by Carole Feraci, 1/28/1972. (1/28/1972, 2/3/1972)

  Keywords: Musician, musicians, music, celebrities, performance, American popular music, athletes, sports

  Network/Producer: White House, Naval Photographic Center.


  CD reference copy available

- **NPC-1211-181-72**
  Nixon Photo Ops: 1) Greeting new members of President's Cancer Panel; 2) Meeting with Apollo 15 Astronauts; 3) Meeting with members of the University of Nebraska Football Team and Members of the Nebraska Congressional Delegation; 4) Sitting alone at desk; 5) Receiving Boy Scouts of America Annual Report and Spirit of Scouting Medal; 6) Meeting with Governor Reagan and Daniel Evens; 7) Meeting with NATO Secretary Joseph Luns; 8) Presenting Pearl Bailey with American Heart Association Award; 9) Snow scenes of White House Ground (1/31/1972-2/2/1972, Washington, D.C.)

  Keywords: Sports, football, Henry Kissinger, NASA, National Aeronautics and Space Administration, space program, astronauts

  Original Format: 16mm film Film.

  DVD reference copy available
NAVAL PHOTOGRAPHIC CENTER FILM COLLECTION

- **NPC-1211-182-72**
  
  Nixon addressing the National Prayer Breakfast at a Hilton Hotel (2/1/1972, Washington, D.C.)

  
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **NPC-1211-183-72**
  

  Original Format: 16mm film.
  
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **NPC-1211-184-72**
  
  President Nixon Photo Ops: 1) Signing the Annual Report on Foreign Policy; 2) Meeting with Secretary Connally and Robert McNamara; 3) Meeting with Attorney Generals from throughout the United States; 4) Arriving on South Lawn via helicopter (2/7/1972-2/13/1972, Washington, D.C.)

  Keywords: Henry Kissinger

  Original Format: 16mm film.
  
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **NPC-1211-185-72**
  

  
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*
NAVAL PHOTOGRAPHIC CENTER FILM COLLECTION

- **NPC-1211-186-72**
  Nixon receiving the diplomatic credentials from the Ambassadors of Mauritania and Poland (2/7/1972, Washington, D.C.)

  Original Format: 16mm film Film.

  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **NPC-1211-187-72**
  President Nixon Statement on Transmitting a Special Message to the Congress Outlining the 1972 Environmental Program (2/8/1972, Washington, D.C.)

  Original Format: 16mm film Film.

  *DVD reference copy available*

- **NPC-1211-188-72**
  Nixon introducing a HEW film related to career education (Mark Goode obtained this film from a member of the White House news pool; Copyright restrictions might apply) (2/7/1972)

  Original Format: 16mm film Film.

  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **NPC-1211-189-72**
  Nixon presenting awards at the National Center for Voluntary Action Dinner at the Kennedy Center (2/10/1972, Washington, D.C.)

  Original Format: 16mm film Film. Cross Reference: 193 (second half).

  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*
NAVAL PHOTOGRAPHIC CENTER FILM COLLECTION

- **NPC-1211-190-72**
  Keywords: Henry Kissinger, People’s Republic of China
  Original Format: 16mm film
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- **NPC-1211-191-72**
  Place holder for missing P number rolls (no date)
  Original Format: 16mm film
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- **NPC-1211-191-72-Departure**
  Nixon departing to China from the South Lawn (2/17/1972, Washington, D.C.)
  Keywords: Henry Kissinger, People’s Republic of China
  DVD reference copy available

- **NPC-1211-191-72-Mariana**
  Nixon stopping in Guam en route to China (2/20/1972-2/21/1972, Guam, Mariana Islands)
  Keywords: People's Republic of China
  Original Format: 16mm film
  Reference copy may be created upon request.
NAVAL PHOTOGRAPHIC CENTER FILM COLLECTION

- **NPC-1211-191-72-Trip**
  
  Nixon visiting China (2/21/1972-2/28/1972, China)

  Keywords: People's Republic of China

  Original Format: 16mm film Film.

  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **NPC-1211-191-72-Return**

  Nixon returning from China to Andrews Air Force Base (2/28/1972, Camp Springs, MD)

  Keywords: Henry Kissinger, Melvin Laird, People's Republic of China

  Original Format: 16mm film Film. Cross Reference: 194 (first half), 195.

  *DVD reference copy available*

- **NPC-1211-192-72**

  Nixon attending Group of Ten Monetary Meeting at the Smithsonian Institute (The White House Purchased these films from television networks; Copyright restrictions might apply) (12/18/1971, Washington, D.C.)

  Original Format: 16mm film Film.

  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **NPC-1211-193-72**

  Nixon addressing AFL-CIO Meeting (The White House Purchased these films from television networks; Copyright restrictions might apply) (11/19/1971, Miami, Florida)

  Original Format: 16mm film Film.

  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*
NAVAL PHOTOGRAPHIC CENTER FILM COLLECTION

- **NPC-1211-194-72**
  
  President Nixon Photo Ops: 1) Meeting with Cabinet; 2) Meeting with Bipartisan Congressional Leaders one day after his return from China; 3) Attending swearing-in of Peter Peterson as Secretary of Commerce; 4) Departing from the White House with Henry Kissinger, Julie Nixon Eisenhower and Nixon family Dogs (2/29/1972-3/1/1972, Washington, D.C.)

  Runtime: 00:12:00

  Keywords: Henry Kissinger, People's Republic of China

  Original Format: 16mm film Film.

  *DVD reference copy available*

- **NPC-1211-195-72**


  Keywords: Henry Kissinger

  Original Format: 16mm film Film.

  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **NPC-1211-196-72**

  Nixon speaking at the Veterans of Foreign Wars Dinner held at the Sheraton Park Hotel (3/7/1972, Washington, D.C.)

  Original Format: 16mm film Film.

  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **NPC-1211-197-72**

  Not Retained (Promotions, General Haig, COL Coffee) (3/7/1972)

  Original Format: 16mm film Film.

  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*
NAVAL PHOTOGRAPHIC CENTER FILM COLLECTION

- **NPC-1211-198-72**

  No sound.

  Runtime: 00:10:20

  Keywords: Feminism, Feminist movement, Women’s Liberation, equality, equal rights, gender, civil rights, activists, fashion, women


  Original Format: 16mm film Film.

  *DVD reference copy available*

- **NPC-1211-199-72**

  Original Format: 16mm film Film.

  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **NPC-1211-200-72**
  Nixon attending federal narcotics (drugs) enforcement meeting (3/20/1972, New York, New York)

  Original Format: 16mm film Film.

  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **NPC-1211-201-72**
  State Visit: Prime Minister Nihat Erim of Turkey (3/21/1972, Washington, D.C.)

  Original Format: 16mm film Film. Cross Reference: 197 (first half).

  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*
NAVAL PHOTOGRAPHIC CENTER FILM COLLECTION

- **NPC-1211-202-72**

  Original Format: 16mm film Film. Cross Reference: 197 (second half).

  *DVD reference copy available*

- **NPC-1211-203-72**
  Nixon receiving diplomatic credentials from the Ambassadors of Czechoslovakia, Spain, and Jordan (3/27/1972, Washington, D.C.)

  Original Format: 16mm film Film.

  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **NPC-1211-204-72**

  Original Format: 16mm film Film.

  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **NPC-1211-205-72**

  Original Format: 16mm film Film.

  *DVD reference copy available*
NAVAL PHOTOGRAPHIC CENTER FILM COLLECTION

- **NPC-1211-206-72**
  Nixon Photo Ops: 1) Attending retirement ceremony for John Chafee, Secretary of the Navy; 2) Meeting with the Young Lawyers Section of the American Bar Association (4/4/1972, Washington, D.C.)
  
  Keywords: Henry Kissinger
  Original Format: 16mm film Film.
  
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **NPC-1211-207-72**
  Nixon addressing the National Catholic Education Association (4/6/1972, Washington, D.C.)
  
  Original Format: 16mm film Film.
  
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **NPC-1211-208-72**
  Nixon signing the Biological Warfare Convention's Resolution (4/10/1972, Washington, D.C.)
  
  Keywords: Melvin Laird
  Original Format: 16mm film Film.
  
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **NPC-1211-209-72**
  Cancelled (Tricia Nixon Cox's Meeting with the Cherry Blossom Princesses) (no date)
  
  Original Format: 16mm film Film.
  
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **NPC-1211-210-72**
  Tricia Nixon Cox presents awards to federal handicapped employees (4/6/1972, Washington, D.C.)
  
  Original Format: 16mm film Film.
  
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*
NAVAL PHOTOGRAPHIC CENTER FILM COLLECTION

- **NPC-1211-211-72**

  Keywords: Henry Kissinger
  Original Format: 16mm film Film.

  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **NPC-1211-212-72**
  Nixon visiting Canada (includes an address to Canada's Parliament) (4/13/1972-4/15/1972, Ottawa, Canada)

  Keywords: Clean Water Agreement, environment, environmental, ecology, pollution, mountains, lakes, rivers, clean air, Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
  Original Format: 16mm film Film. Cross Reference: 202 (third part).

  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **NPC-1211-213-72**
  Legacy of the Parks with Julie Nixon Eisenhower (4/12/1972, New Orleans, Louisiana)

  Original Format: 16mm film Film. Cross Reference: 200 (maybe).

  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **NPC-1211-214-72**
  Tricia Nixon Cox attending the exhibition game between American and Chinese (People's Republic of China) table tennis teams (Ping Pong) at the University of Maryland (4/17/1972, College Park, Maryland)

  Keywords: People's Republic of China, Sports, baseball, table tennis, Ping Pong
  Original Format: 16mm film Film.

  *DVD reference copy available*
NAVAL PHOTOGRAPHIC CENTER FILM COLLECTION

- **NPC-1211-215-72**

  Original Format: 16mm film.  
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **NPC-1211-216-72**
  Nixon meeting with the Chinese (People's Republic of China) table tennis team (Ping Pong) (4/18/1972, Washington, D.C.)

  Keywords: Henry Kissinger, People's Republic of China, Sports, table tennis, Ping Pong
  
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **NPC-1211-217-72**

  
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **NPC-1211-218-72**
  Mrs. Nixon welcoming the National Zoo's Pandas upon their arrival from China (4/20/1972, Washington, D.C.)

  Keywords: People's Republic of China
  
  
  *DVD reference copy available*
NAVAL PHOTOGRAPHIC CENTER FILM COLLECTION

- NPC-1211-219-72
  Mrs. Nixon attending the International Choral Festival (4/21/1972, Washington, D.C.)

  Original Format: 16mm film Film.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- NPC-1211-220-72

  Keywords: Vietnam War
  Original Format: 16mm film Film.
  DVD reference copy available

- NPC-1211-221-72
  Julie Nixon Eisenhower greeting delegates to the 42nd Annual 4-H Conference (4/24/1972, Washington, D.C.)

  Original Format: 16mm film Film. Cross Reference: 205 (second part).
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- NPC-1211-222-72
  Julie Nixon Eisenhower presenting the Teacher of the Year award to James Rogers (4/24/1972, Washington, D.C.)

  Original Format: 16mm film Film. Cross Reference: 205 (forth part).
  Reference copy may be created upon request.
NAVAL PHOTOGRAPHIC CENTER FILM COLLECTION

- **NPC-1211-223-72**
  Mrs. Nixon presenting the Woman of the Year Award to Mrs. Ernesta Bowman (4/25/1972, Washington, D.C.)

  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **NPC-1211-224-72**
  Nixon visiting John Connally's ranch (4/30/1972, San Antonio, Texas)

  Original Format: 16mm film.
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **NPC-1211-225-72**
  Mrs. Nixon receiving a Volunteer Award from the United Way at a Sheraton Park Hotel (5/1/1972, Washington, D.C.)

  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **NPC-1211-226-72**

  Keywords: Henry Kissinger

  Original Format: 16mm film.
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*
NAVAL PHOTOGRAPHIC CENTER FILM COLLECTION

- **NPC-1211-227-72-Outs**
  Out-takes from "A Day in the Presidency" (Filmed by NBC Crew, Copyright restrictions might apply)
  (12/6/1971, Washington, D.C.)
  Reel 9: Open door hour with Gary Washington 17 year old athlete from the Colorado School for the Deaf and the Blind High School and others talking about sports, running, football.
  
  Keywords: Sports, football
  
  Original Format: 16mm film Film.
  
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **NPC-1211-227-72-Test**
  
  Original Format: 16mm film Film.
  
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **NPC-1211-227-72-NBC**
  The Version of "A Day in the Presidency" that aired on NBC (12/6/1971, Washington, D.C.)
  
  Keywords: Henry Kissinger
  
  Original Format: 16mm film Film.
  
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **NPC-1211-228-72**
  
  Original Format: 16mm film Film. Cross Reference: 206.
  
  *DVD reference copy available*
NAVAL PHOTOGRAPHIC CENTER FILM COLLECTION

- **NPC-1211-229-72**
  Mrs. Nixon receiving award from Lions' Club International at the Hilton Hotel (5/6/1972, Washington, D.C.)

  Original Format: 16mm film Film.
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **NPC-1211-230-72**

  Keywords: Henry Kissinger
  Original Format: 16mm film Film.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **NPC-1211-231-72**
  Nixon prior to a telecast involving the Vietnam War (5/8/1972, Washington, D.C.)

  Keywords: Vietnam War
  Original Format: 16mm film Film.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **NPC-1211-232A-72**

  Original Format: 16mm film Film.
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*
NAVAL PHOTOGRAPHIC CENTER FILM COLLECTION

- **NPC-1211-232-72**
  Russia Trip (Includes Visits to Austria, Poland, Ukraine and Iran) (5/20/1972-6/1/1972)

  - Keywords: Henry Kissinger
  - Original Format: 16mm film Film. Cross Reference: 210-234.
  - *DVD reference copy available*

- **NPC-1211-232-72-Return**

  - Original Format: 16mm film Film.
  - *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **NPC-1211-233-72**
  Demonstrators in front of the White House (5/10/1972, Washington, D.C.)

  - Original Format: 16mm film Film.
  - *DVD reference copy available*

- **NPC-1211-234-72**

  - Original Format: 16mm film Film. Cross Reference: 198 (maybe).
  - *Reference copy may be created upon request.*
NAVAL PHOTOGRAPHIC CENTER FILM COLLECTION

- **NPC-1211-235-72**
  
  Nixon receiving diplomatic credentials from the Ambassadors of Venezuela, France, Ethiopia, and Pakistan (5/15/1972, Washington, D.C.)

  Original Format: 16mm film Film.  
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- **NPC-1211-236-72**
  

  Keywords: Henry Kissinger  
  Original Format: 16mm film Film.  
  DVD reference copy available

- **NPC-1211-237-72**
  
  The White House exteriors stock footage - various outdoor scenes from June to Fall (Autumn) 1972 (June to Fall 1972, Washington, D.C.)

  Original Format: 16mm film Film.  
  DVD reference copy available

- **NPC-1211-238-72**
  

  Original Format: 16mm film Film.  
  Reference copy may be created upon request.
NAVAL PHOTOGRAPHIC CENTER FILM COLLECTION

- **NPC-1211-239-72**
  Tricia Nixon Cox attending dedication of Ozark National Scenic Riverways (6/10/1972, Ozark River Ways, Missouri)

  Original Format: 16mm film Film. Cross Reference: 208.
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **NPC-1211-240-72**
  Tricia Nixon Cox presenting Blind Achievement Awards (6/12/1972, Washington, D.C.)

  Original Format: 16mm film Film.
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **NPC-1211-241-72**
  Tricia Nixon Cox meeting with Young Coin Collectors in honor of U.S. Mint Staff Booklet Presentation (6/12/1972, Washington, D.C.)

  Original Format: 16mm film Film.
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **NPC-1211-242-72**
  1) Secretary Rogers signing documents, meeting with Mexican representatives, exchanging moon photos; 2) Agnew honoring Presidential Scholars; Nixon Photo Ops; 3) Briefing selected members of Congress; 4) Posing with Cabinet members for official photographs; 5) Sending off President Echeverria Alvarez of Mexico; 6) Meeting with Prince Sultan Bin Abdul Aziz, Saudi Arabian Minister of Defense; 7) Presenting the Medal of Freedom Posthumously to Mr. John Paul Vann; 8) Meeting with Ambassador Bui Diem of South Vietnam (6/12/1972-6/16/1972, Washington, D.C.)

  Keywords: Henry Kissinger, Melvin Laird, Vietnam War
  Original Format: 16mm film Film.
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*
NAVAL PHOTOGRAPHIC CENTER FILM COLLECTION

• NPC-1211-243-72
  
  Original Format: 16mm film Film.

  Reference copy may be created upon request.

• NPC-1211-244-72
  
  Keywords: NASA, National Aeronautics and Space Administration, space program, astronauts
  
  Original Format: 16mm film Film.

  Reference copy may be created upon request.

• NPC-1211-245-72
  Cancelled (Nixon Briefing Congressional Leaders on SALT talks) (6/16/1972)
  
  Original Format: 16mm film Film.

  Reference copy may be created upon request.

• NPC-1211-246-72
  Material Moved to 1211-242-72 (The President and his Cabinet) (6/16/1972)
  
  Original Format: 16mm film Film.

  Reference copy may be created upon request.

• NPC-1211-247-72
  Mrs. Nixon attending National Education Association's Salute to Education (6/21/1972, Washington, D.C.)
  
  Original Format: 16mm film Film. Cross Reference: 209 (first part).

  Reference copy may be created upon request.
NAVAL PHOTOGRAPHIC CENTER FILM COLLECTION

- **NPC-1211-248-72**

  Keywords: Henry Kissinger, People's Republic of China
  Original Format: 16mm film Film.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **NPC-1211-249-72**

  Keywords: Henry Kissinger
  Original Format: 16mm film Film.
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **NPC-1211-250-72**

  Keywords: Henry Kissinger
  Original Format: 16mm film Film. Cross Reference: 237 (probably).
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*
NAVAL PHOTOGRAPHIC CENTER FILM COLLECTION

- NPC-1211-251-72
  Runtime: 00:14:02
  Original Format: 16mm film Film. Cross Reference: 235.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- NPC-1211-252-72
  Participants: President Richard Nixon
  Keywords: Presidential press conferences, presidential news conferences, interviews, media, restoration of death penalty, capital punishment, Vietnam War, Paris Peace Talks, Vice President Agnew, John Connally, SALT, S.A.L.T., Strategic Arms Limitation Talks, Russia, Soviet Union, USSR, Cold War, détente, (if applicable add: summits, meetings B-1 Bomber, Social Security, Unemployment, Gun Control, Supreme Court,
  Original Format: 16mm film Film. Cross Reference: 236.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- NPC-1211-101-73
  Not Retained (Advance Men Training Film) (7/1972)
  Original Format: 16mm film Film.
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- NPC-1211-102-73
  Oval Office drapery color test (7/1972, Washington, D.C.)
  Original Format: 16mm film Film.
  *DVD reference copy available*
NAVAL PHOTOGRAPHIC CENTER FILM COLLECTION

- **NPC-1211-103-73**

  Original Format: 16mm film Film.  
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **NPC-1211-104-73**
  Tricia Nixon Cox attending the Neil Armstrong Museum dedication (7/20/1972, Wapakoneta, Ohio)

  Original Format: 16mm film Film. Cross Reference: 238 (second part).  
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **NPC-1211-105-73**

  Original Format: 16mm film Film.  
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **NPC-1211-106-73**

  Participants: Johnny Cash, William Brock; Narcotics Review Board: Myles Ambrose, Eugene Rossides, Vernon Acree, Richrurd Harkness, Egil Krogh, Geoffrey Shepard; Property Review Board: Frank Carlucci, Herbert Stein, Russell Train, Arthur Sampson, Darrell Trent, Donald Rumsfeld; John Whitaker  
  Keywords: Musician, musicians, music, celebrities, Country Western Music, Country music, American popular music, drugs, illegal, drug abuse, narcotics, morphine, heroin, marijuana, alcoholism, addicts, addiction, prevention, programs, tests, testing, trafficking, prisons, penitentiary, jails, penal colony, penal colonies, incarceration

  Original Format: 16mm film Film.  
  *DVD reference copy available*
NAVAL PHOTOGRAPHIC CENTER FILM COLLECTION

- **NPC-1211-107-73**
  Original Format: 16mm film Film.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- **NPC-1211-108-73**
  Nixon attending Allen Ellender's funeral (7/31/1972, Houma, Louisiana)
  Original Format: 16mm film Film. Cross Reference: 239 (maybe).
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- **NPC-1211-109-73**
  Original Format: 16mm film Film.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- **NPC-1211-110-73**
  Flags (no date, Washington, D.C.)
  Original Format: 16mm film Film.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.
NAVAL PHOTOGRAPHIC CENTER FILM COLLECTION

- **NPC-1211-111-73**
  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
  DVD reference copy available

- **NPC-1211-112-73**
  Nixon Photo Ops: 1) Greeting Jim Brown; 2) Greeting Floyd Patterson; 3) Greeting Colleen Fitzpatrick (Miss Teen America, 1972) and Congress Clearance E. Miller; 4) Attending swearing-in of Dixy Lee Ree, Member of Atomic Energy Commission; 5) Meeting Secretary Peter Peterson; 6) Meeting with the Cost of Living Council (7/31/1972-8/8/1972, Washington, D.C.)
  Keywords: Henry Kissinger
  Original Format: 16mm film Film.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- **NPC-1211-113-73**
  Keywords: Sports, Olympics
  Original Format: 16mm film Film.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- **NPC-1211-114-73**
  Nixon speaking at the American Legion Convention (8/24/1972, Chicago, Illinois)
  Original Format: 16mm film Film. Cross Reference: 244 (second part), 253.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.
NAVAL PHOTOGRAPHIC CENTER FILM COLLECTION

• NPC-1211-115-73

  Keywords: Henry Kissinger
  Original Format: 16mm film Film. Cross Reference: 248, 249 (first half), 254, 255.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

• NPC-1211-115A-73
  Nixon attending CINCPAC Change of Command Ceremony at Hickam Air Force Base (Admiral Noel Gaylord replacing Admiral John McCain, Jr.) (9/1/1972, Honolulu, Hawaii)

  Runtime: R1: 00:25:05; R2:00:22:35
  Original Format: 16mm film Film. Cross Reference: 249 (second half), 256.
  DVD reference copy available

• NPC-1211-116-73

  Keywords: Melvin Laird, presidential news conferences, presidential press conferences
  Original Format: 16mm film Film.
  DVD reference copy available

• NPC-1211-117-73
  Nixon visiting San Diego (8/24/1972, San Diego, California)

  Original Format: 16mm film Film. Cross Reference: 246, 247 (first half).
  Reference copy may be created upon request.
NAVAL PHOTOGRAPHIC CENTER FILM COLLECTION

- **NPC-1211-118-73**
  Nixon visiting Dwight D. Eisenhower High School (8/24/1972, Utica, Michigan)

  Original Format: 16mm film.  
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **NPC-1211-119-73**
  "Heroes and Heroin" and drug abuse press conference (Filmed by ABC crew; copyright restrictions might apply) (6/17/1971, San Clemente, California)

  Reel 1: June 16 or 17, 1971, "Heroes and Heroin," President Nixon at San Clement, Work Print, with sound, given to the White House by ABC. Outdoor roundtable discussion with Nixon, Jerome Jaffe Ehrlichman, and others (possibly Bud Krogh). Jaffe speaks about a test program for detecting and treating heroin addiction of Vietnam Veterans. Picture and sound do not sync properly in work prints; picture is faded and over-exposed.

  Reel 2: June 17, 1971, "A New Presidential Initiative to Prevent Drug Addiction and Drug Abuse," work print, with sound. Press conference with President Nixon, Jerome Jaffe and others at podium (silent); Nixon explains objectives of drug treatment program; John Ehrlichman gives comments; Egil Krogh gives more details; Dr. Jaffe speaks; Krogh and then Jaffee explain plans for treating Vietnam servicemen

  Participants: President Nixon, Egil Krogh, Jerome Jaffe, John Ehrlichman

  Network/Producer: ABC.

  Original Format: 16mm film. Technical notes: Reel 1: poor quality, bad sound sync, faded, over-exposed, cannot hear President Nixon when he speaks. Reel 2: sound is slightly out of sync.

  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **NPC-1211-120-73**
  Nixon visiting the "Golden Gate" (9/5/1972, San Francisco, California)


  *DVD reference copy available*
NAVAL PHOTOGRAPHIC CENTER FILM COLLECTION

- **NPC-1211-121-73**

  Original Format: 16mm film Film.
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **NPC-1211-122-73**
  Nixon receiving the diplomatic credentials from the Ambassadors of Guinea, Finland, Upper Volta, Nigeria, and Austria (9/7/1972, Washington, D.C.)

  Original Format: 16mm film Film.
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **NPC-1211-123-73**
  Not Retained (In House Film Clip) (9/7/1972)

  Original Format: 16mm film Film.
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **NPC-1211-124-73**

  Original Format: 16mm film Film.
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*
NAVAL PHOTOGRAPHIC CENTER FILM COLLECTION

- **NPC-1211-125-73**
  Not Retained (Gone with the Wind) (no date)
  Original Format: 16mm film Film.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- **NPC-1211-126-73**
  Nixon speaking on the telephone with Prime Minister Golda Meir of Israel (7/26/1972, Washington, D.C.)
  Original Format: 16mm film Film.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- **NPC-1211-127-73**
  Nixon Photo Ops: 1) Meeting with Olszowski, Polish Minister of Foreign Affairs; 2) signing House Resolution 10670, Survivors Benefit Plan; 3) Greeting Terry Anne Meeuswsen (Miss America 1973) and Miss Laurie Lea Schaefer (Miss America 1972); 4) Signing House Joint Resolution 55; 5) Signing House Resolution 13089; 6) Meeting with U.N. Ambassador, George Bush (10/19/1972-10/21/1972, Washington, D.C.)
  Keywords: Henry Kissinger, Melvin Laird
  Original Format: 16mm film Film.
  DVD reference copy available

- **NPC-1211-128-73**
  Nixon addressing International Narcotics (Drugs) Control Conference (9/18/1972, Washington, D.C.)
  Original Format: 16mm film Film. Cross Reference: 257 (second half).
  VHS reference copy available
NAVAL PHOTOGRAPHIC CENTER FILM COLLECTION

- **NPC-1211-129-73**

  
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **NPC-1211-130-73**
  Nixon visiting the American Museum of Immigration (9/26/1972, New York, New York)

  Original Format: 16mm film.
  
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **NPC-1211-131-73**
  Nixon visiting the West Coast: 1) San Francisco; 2) Oakland International Airport (9/27/1972, 1) San Francisco, California; 2) Oakland, California)

  
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **NPC-1211-132-73**

  
  *DVD reference copy available*
NAVAL PHOTOGRAPHIC CENTER FILM COLLECTION

- **NPC-1211-133-73**
  Nixon attending International Monetary Fund meeting at the Sheraton Park Hotel (9/25/1972, Washington, D.C.)

  Original Format: 16mm film Film. Cross Reference: 259 (fourth part).

  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **NPC-1211-134-73**
  Nixon Photo Ops: Title on shot card indicates "Meeting with Soviet Foreign Minister, Andrei Gromyko," but shot card description says, "French Foreign Minister, Maurice Schumann; Meeting with the Cost of Living Council; Honoring Sir Alec Douglas-Home; (9/29/1972-10/2/1972, Washington, D.C.)

  Keywords: Henry Kissinger

  Original Format: 16mm film Film.

  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **NPC-1211-135-73**

  Original Format: 16mm film Film. Cross Reference: 259 (third part).

  *CD reference copy available*

- **NPC-1211-136-73**
  Nixon signing SALT Agreement (9/30/1972, Washington, D.C.)

  Keywords: Henry Kissinger, SALT, S.A.L.T., Strategic Arms Limitation Talks, Russia, Soviet Union, USSR, Cold War, détente, summits, meetings

  Original Format: 16mm film Film. Cross Reference: 259 (second part).

  *DVD reference copy available*
NAVAL PHOTOGRAPHIC CENTER FILM COLLECTION

- **NPC-1211-137-73**
  Nixon receiving diplomatic credentials from the Ambassadors of the Republic of Zaire, Thailand, Malagasy Republic (Madagascar), New Zealand, Sierra Leone, Tanzania, Jamaica, Niger (10/2/1972, Washington, D.C.)
  
  Original Format: 16mm film Film.
  
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- **NPC-1211-138-73**
  1) 10/6/1973 - Meeting Irish Foreign Minister, Patrick Hillery, and Ambassador John Moore in the Oval Office;  
  2) Pat Nixon meeting with Paula Pfeifer, National "March of Dimes " Poster Child;  
  
  Runtime: 00:04:28
  
  Keywords: SALT, S.A.L.T., Strategic Arms Limitation Talks, Russia, Soviet Union, USSR, Cold War, détente, summits, meetings
  
  Production credits: Naval Photographic Center.
  
  Original Format: 16mm film Film. Cross Reference: 259 (first part).
  
  DVD reference copy available

- **NPC-1211-139-73**
  Ratification of SALT Agreements (10/3/1972, Washington, D.C.)
  
  Keywords: Melvin Laird, SALT, S.A.L.T., Strategic Arms Limitation Talks, Russia, Soviet Union, USSR, Cold War, détente, summits, meetings
  
  Original Format: 16mm film Film. Cross Reference: 259 (first part).
  
  DVD reference copy available

- **NPC-1211-140-73**
  No Material Retained (Secret Service Project) (no date)
  
  Original Format: 16mm film Film.
  
  Reference copy may be created upon request.
NAVAL PHOTOGRAPHIC CENTER FILM COLLECTION

- **NPC-1211-141-73**
  Nixon Photo Presenting the "Amerito Man of the Year Award" to Peter Fosco, President of Laborers International Union at the Sheraton Park Hotel (10/8/1972, Washington, D.C.)
  
  Original Format: 16mm film Film. Cross Reference: 260 (first part).
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- **NPC-1211-142-73**
  Nixon Photo Ops: 1) Meeting with Senator Eastland and Sharon McLarty, Miss Teenage America; 2) Greeting Russell Train; 3) Greeting Mrs. George Herman Ruth, Bobby Thompson, Ralph Branca; 4) Meeting with labor representatives and Under Secretary of Labor, William Usery, Jr.; 5) Having breakfast with Secretary Rogers and Kissinger; 6) Meeting with Congressman Joe Waggonner; 7) Meeting with Trampczynski, Ambassador of Poland (10/9/1972-10/13/1972, Washington, D.C.)
  
  Keywords: Henry Kissinger
  Production credits: White House, Naval Photographic Center.
  Original Format: 16mm film Film.
  DVD reference copy available

- **NPC-1211-143-73**
  Nixon visiting Atlanta: 1) Arriving at Atlanta International Airport; 2) Addressing Southern Republicans and Southern Democrats for Nixon at Hanover Hall (10/12/1972, Atlanta, Georgia)
  
  Original Format: 16mm film Film. Cross Reference: 261.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- **NPC-1211-144-73**
  Nixon Photo Ops: 1) Meeting with National Advisory Council on Drug Abuse Prevention, including Gale Sayers; 2) Meeting with Mrs. Jeanne Squire, President of the National Federation of Business and Professional Women's Clubs; 3) Meeting with Nikolai Patolichev (Soviet Foreign Trade Minister), Soviet Ambassador Dobrynin, Secretary Rogers, Secretary Peterson (10/17/1972-10/18/1972, Washington, D.C.)
  
  Original Format: 16mm film Film.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.
NAVAL PHOTOGRAPHIC CENTER FILM COLLECTION

- **NPC-1211-145-73**
  Nixon signing Revenue Sharing Bill at Independence Hall (10/20/1972, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania)


  *DVD reference copy available*

- **NPC-1211-146-73**

  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election


  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **NPC-1211-147-73**

  Runtime: 00:06:15

  Keywords: Henry Kissinger, Cabinet Committee on Opportunities for Spanish Speaking People (CCOSSP)

  Network/Producer: White House/Naval Photographic Center.

  Original Format: 16mm film.

  *DVD reference copy available*

- **NPC-1211-148-73**
  Nixon signing Veterans Legislation (10/24/1972, Washington, D.C.)


  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*
NAVAL PHOTOGRAPHIC CENTER FILM COLLECTION

- **NPC-1211-149-73**
  Mrs. Nixon meeting with Blind Worker of the Year (Award given by the National Industries for the Blind) (10/24/1972, Washington, D.C.)
  
  Original Format: 16mm film Film. Cross Reference: 263 (third part).
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- **NPC-1211-150-73**
  Nixon Campaigning: 1) Rally at Huntington Airport; 2) Rally at Ashland Boyd County Hospital and Paul G. Blazer High School (10/26/1972, 1) Huntington, West Virginia; 2) Ashland, Kentucky)
  
  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
  Original Format: 16mm film Film. Cross Reference: 264 (first part), 265 (second part).
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- **NPC-1211-151-73**
  Nixon Campaigning: 1) Rally at Hopkins Airport; 2) Rally at Tri-City Airport; 3) Motorcade through Ohio (10/28/1972, 1) Cleveland, Ohio; 2) Freeland, Michigan; 3) Ohio Cities (Including Cleveland, Parma, N. Royalton, Brecksville, Northfield Center, Hiram, Garrettsville, Macedonia, Twinsburg, Aurora, Mantua Corners, Warren, Leavittsburg, Youngstown))
  
  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
  Original Format: 16mm film Film. Cross Reference: 265 (first part).
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- **NPC-1211-152-73**
  Nixon Photo Ops: 1) Greeting new members of the Council on Environmental Quality; 2) Meeting with Mistislav V. Keldysh (President of the Soviet Academy of Sciences) and Ambassador Dobrynin (11/3/1972, Washington, D.C.)
  
  Keywords: Henry Kissinger
  Original Format: 16mm film Film.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.
NAVAL PHOTOGRAPHIC CENTER FILM COLLECTION

- **NPC-1211-153-73**
  Cancelled (Chicago) (10/31/1972)

  Original Format: 16mm film Film.

  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **NPC-1211-154-73**
  Tricia Nixon Cox's halloween party (10/31/1972, Washington, D.C.)

  Original Format: 16mm film Film. Cross Reference: 266.

  *DVD reference copy available*

- **NPC-1211-155-73**
  1) Richard Nixon: Portrait of a President, 30 minutes; 2) Richard Nixon: Portrait of a President, 15 minutes; 3) Nixon Years: Change without Chaos, 30 Minutes; 4) Nixon Years: Change without Chaos, 15 Minutes (Wolper Productions filmed for CRP; Copyright or licencing restrictions might apply; See CRP collection for scripts) (no date)

  Original Format: 16mm film Film.

  *VHS reference copy available*

- **NPC-1211-156-73**
  Cancelled (Chicago) (no date)

  Original Format: 16mm film Film.

  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*
NAVAL PHOTOGRAPHIC CENTER FILM COLLECTION

• NPC-1211-157-73
  Nixon Campaigning: 1) Rally at O'Hare Field; 2) Rally at T.F. Green State Airport; 3) Rally at Tulsa International Airport (11/3/1972, 1) Chicago, Illinois; 2) Providence, Rhode Island; 3) Tulsa, Oklahoma)

  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
  Original Format: 16mm film Film. Cross Reference: 267 (1); 268 (2).
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

• NPC-1211-158-73

  Keywords: Henry Kissinger, Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election, Vote, voters, voting
  Original Format: 16mm film Film. Cross Reference: 269.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

• NPC-1211-159-73
  Nixon speaking on election night at the Shoreham Hotel (11/7/1972, Washington, D.C.)

  Keywords: Presidential campaigns, Presidential elections, 1972 Presidential campaign, 1972 Presidential election
  Original Format: 16mm film Film.
  DVD reference copy available

• NPC-1211-160-73
  Cancelled (Photo Opportunities) (no date)

  Original Format: 16mm film Film.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.
NAVAL PHOTOGRAPHIC CENTER FILM COLLECTION

- **NPC-1211-161-73**
  
  Cancelled (Photo Opportunities) (no date)
  
  Original Format: 16mm film Film.
  
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **NPC-1211-162-73**
  
  Nixon Photo Ops: 1) Arriving to the White House from Camp David via Helicopter; 2) Meeting with Secretary Laird, Deputy Secretary Rush, Admiral Moorer, and the Joint Chiefs of Staff; 3) Meeting Nguyen Phu Duc, Special Assistant to the President of the South Vietnam; 4) Meeting with Black Administration officials (11/29/1972-11/30/1972, Washington, D.C.)
  
  Keywords: African Americans, Vietnam War
  
  Original Format: 16mm film Film.
  
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **NPC-1211-163-73**
  
  Nixon meeting with Ambassador to Spain, Horacio Rivero (12/5/1972, Washington, D.C.)
  
  Original Format: 16mm film Film.
  
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **NPC-1211-164-73**
  
  Tricia Nixon Cox presenting Christmas tree (12/7/1972, Washington, D.C.)
  
  Runtime: 00:11:10
  
  Network/Producer: White House, Naval Photographic Center.
  
  Original Format: 16mm film Film.
  
  *DVD reference copy available*
NAVAL PHOTOGRAPHIC CENTER FILM COLLECTION

- **NPC-1211-165-73**

  Keywords: North Portico lighted up with Christmas decorations, Various shots of Christmas decorations at North Portico

  Original Format: 16mm film Film.

  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **NPC-1211-166-73**

  Original Format: 16mm film Film. Cross Reference: 270 (second part).

  *DVD reference copy available*

- **NPC-1211-167-73**
  Not Retained (Dr. Lukash Project) (12/1972)

  Original Format: 16mm film Film.

  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **NPC-1211-168-73**

  Original Format: 16mm film Film.

  *DVD reference copy available*

- **NPC-1211-169-73**
  Cancelled (Photo Opportunities) (no date)

  Original Format: 16mm film Film.

  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*
NAVAL PHOTOGRAPHIC CENTER FILM COLLECTION

• **NPC-1211-170-73**
  Nixon receiving diplomatic credentials from the Ambassadors of Laos, Ecuador, Bulgaria, Sudan, Panama, and Greece (12/19/1972, Washington, D.C.)

  Original Format: 16mm film Film.
  
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

• **NPC-1211-171-73**
  Not Retained (Secret Service Project: Marcos) (12/21/1972)

  Original Format: 16mm film Film.
  
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

• **NPC-1211-172-73**
  Cancelled (Photo Opportunities) (no date)

  Original Format: 16mm film Film.
  
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

• **NPC-1211-173-73**
  Nixon laying wreath on Truman's Casket at the Truman Library (12/27/1972, Independence, Missouri)

  Original Format: 16mm film Film. Cross Reference: 270 (third part).
  
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*
NAVAL PHOTOGRAPHIC CENTER FILM COLLECTION

● NPC-1211-174-73


Keywords: Henry Kissinger, Melvin Laird

Original Format: 16mm film Film.

Reference copy may be created upon request.

● NPC-1211-175-73

1973 Inauguration: 1) Construction of stands at the Capitol Building; 2) Concert at the Kennedy Center; 3) Scenes throughout Inauguration Day; 4) Nixon being sworn-in as President at the Capitol Building; 5) Agnew being sworn-in as Vice-President at the Capitol Building; 6) Parade (Capitol Building, Lafayette Park, Pennsylvania Avenue) (Reel 5 includes Moon buggy followed by Apollo 17 astronauts); 7) Balls (Kennedy Center, Pension Building, Sheraton Park Hotel's "Youth Ball," Museum of Natural History and Technology) (1/3/1973; 2) 1/19/1973; 3-7) 1/20/1973, Washington, D.C.)

Keywords: Henry Kissinger, Melvin Laird, NASA, National Aeronautics and Space Administration, space program, astronauts


DVD reference copy available

● NPC-1211-176-73


Keywords: People's Republic of China

Original Format: 16mm film Film.

Reference copy may be created upon request.
NAVAL PHOTOGRAPHIC CENTER FILM COLLECTION

- **NPC-1211-177-73**
  
  Runtime: 00:04:20
  
  Keywords: Henry Kissinger, Vietnam War
  
  Network/Producer: The White House/Naval Photographic Center.
  
  Original Format: 16mm film Film. Cross Reference: The original is probably WHSS8-S-205.
  
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **NPC-1211-177A-73**
  Paris Peace Talks: Delegates initialing, including Kissinger and Le Duc Tho (1/23/1973, Saint-Nom-la-Bretèche, France)
  
  Runtime: 00:04:10
  
  Keywords: Henry Kissinger, Vietnam War
  
  Network/Producer: The White House/Naval Photographic Center.
  
  Original Format: 16mm film Film.
  
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **NPC-1211-177B-73**
  
  Runtime: 01:05:00
  
  Keywords: Henry Kissinger, Vietnam War
  
  Network/Producer: The White House/Naval Photographic Center.
  
  Original Format: 16mm film Film. Cross Reference: 271 (maybe).
  
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **NPC-1211-177C-73**
  
  Keywords: Vietnam War
  
  Original Format: 16mm film Film.
  
  *DVD reference copy available*
NAVAL PHOTOGRAPHIC CENTER FILM COLLECTION

- **NPC-1211-178-73**

  Keywords: Henry Kissinger, Melvin Laird, Vietnam War
  Original Format: 16mm film Film.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **NPC-1211-179-73**
  President Nixon attending the funeral of President Johnson at the Capitol (1/24/1973, Washington, D.C.)

  Runtime: 00:05:55
  Production credits: The White House, Naval Photographic Center.
  Original Format: 16mm film Film.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **NPC-1211-180-73**
  Nixon Photo Ops: 1) Meeting with South Vietnam's Tran Van Lam (Minister of Foreign Affairs) and Tran Kim Phuong (Ambassador); 2) Meeting with Executive Committee of Republican Governors (1/29/1973-1/30/1973, Washington, D.C.)

  Keywords: Henry Kissinger, Vietnam War
  Original Format: 16mm film Film.
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **NPC-1211-181-73**

  Keywords: Henry Kissinger
  Original Format: 16mm film Film. Cross Reference: 306 (third part).
  *DVD reference copy available*
NAVAL PHOTOGRAPHIC CENTER FILM COLLECTION

- **NPC-1211-182-73**
  Nixon addressing the National Prayer Breakfast at the Hilton Hotel (2/1/1973, Washington, D.C.)

  Original Format: 16mm film Film.
  
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **NPC-1211-183-73**
  Nixon attending the swearing-in of the new Cabinet (2/2/1973, Washington, D.C.)

  Footage of cabinet officials taking the oath of office.


  Original Format: 16mm film Film. Cross Reference: 306 (first part).
  
  *DVD reference copy available*  

- **NPC-1211-184-73**
  Kissinger visiting Peking, Shanghai, Tokyo (2/1973)

  Keywords: Henry Kissinger

  Original Format: 16mm film Film. Cross Reference: 308, 309.
  
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **NPC-1211-184A-73**

  Keywords: Henry Kissinger, Vietnam War

  
  *DVD reference copy available*
NAVAL PHOTOGRAPHIC CENTER FILM COLLECTION

- **NPC-1211-184B-73**
  Kissinger meeting with Chairman Mao (2/1973, Beijing and Shanghai, China)

  Keywords: Henry Kissinger

  Original Format: 16mm film Film.

  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **NPC-1211-185-73**

  Original Format: 16mm film Film.

  *DVD reference copy available*

- **NPC-1211-186-73**
  Nixon Photo Ops: 1) Meeting with Agnew (upon his return from Asia), Scowcroft, and Ronald Ziegler; 2) Meeting with Soviet Food Delegation; 3) Attending swearing-in of Caspar Weinberger as HEW Secretary; 4) Departing from Marine Corps Air Station El Toro (2/10/1973-2/12/1973, San Clemente, California)

  Original Format: 16mm film Film.

  *DVD reference copy available*

- **NPC-1211-187-73**

  Runtime: 00:13:30

  Network/Producer: The White House, Naval Photographic Center.

  Original Format: 16mm film Film.

  *DVD reference copy available*
NAVAL PHOTOGRAPHIC CENTER FILM COLLECTION

- **NPC-1211-188-73**
  Nixon addressing Joint Session of the South Carolina Legislature regarding their support of a peace settlement in Vietnam (2/20/1973, Columbia, South Carolina)

  Keywords: Vietnam War
  Original Format: 16mm film Film. Cross Reference: 312 (first part).
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **NPC-1211-189-73**
  President Nixon Photo Ops: 1) Meeting with Kissinger and Ambassador Volpe; 2) Meeting with Mayor Washington; 3) Meeting with Secretary Brennan, James Oates Jr. (Chairman, Jobs for Veterans); 4) Meeting Mohamed Hafez Ismail (Egypt's National Security Advisor), Richard Gerstenberg (Chairman, National Alliance of Businessmen); 5) Meeting with Congressman Waggoner and Mardi Gras Kings and Queens (2/20/1973-2/23/1973, Washington, D.C.)

  Keywords: Henry Kissinger
  Original Format: 16mm film Film.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **NPC-1211-190-73**

  Runtime: 00:10:22
  Keywords: Henry Kissinger
  Network/Producer: The White House. Production credits: Filmed by the Naval Photographic Center.
  Original Format: 16mm film Film.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **NPC-1211-191-73**

  Original Format: 16mm film Film. Cross Reference: 310 (first part).
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*
NAVAL PHOTOGRAPHIC CENTER FILM COLLECTION

- **NPC-1211-192-73**
  Diplomatic credentials from the Ambassadors of Bangladesh, Malaysia, Mauritania, Paraguay, Iceland (3/2/1973, Washington, D.C.)

  Original Format: 16mm film Film.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- **NPC-1211-193-73**

  Participants: President Richard Nixon
  Keywords: Presidential press conferences, presidential news conferences, interviews, media

  Original Format: 16mm film Film. Cross Reference: 310 (second part).
  DVD reference copy available

- **NPC-1211-194-73**

  Keywords: Musician, musicians, music, celebrities, performance, American popular music

  Original Format: 16mm film Film. Cross Reference: 311.
  DVD reference copy available

- **NPC-1211-195-73**

  Keywords: Henry Kissinger

  Original Format: 16mm film Film.
  DVD reference copy available
NAVAL PHOTOGRAPHIC CENTER FILM COLLECTION

• NPC-1211-196-73
  
  Original Format: 16mm film Film. Cross Reference: 310 (third part).
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

• NPC-1211-197-73
  
  Runtime: 00:03:05
  Network/Producer: The White House, Naval Photographic Center.
  Original Format: 16mm film Film.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

• NPC-1211-198-73
  
  Original Format: 16mm film Film.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

• NPC-1211-199-73
  
  Original Format: 16mm film Film. Cross Reference: 312 (third part).
  Reference copy may be created upon request.
NAVAL PHOTOGRAPHIC CENTER FILM COLLECTION

- **NPC-1211-200-73**
  
  Original Format: 16mm film Film.
  
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **NPC-1211-201-73**
  "Evening of Entertainment: Merle Haggard and the Osborne Brothers" (Filmed by NBC Crew; Copyright restrictions might apply) (3/17/1973, Washington, D.C.)
  
  Runtime: 00:16:32
  
  Keywords: Musician, musicians, music, celebrities, Country Western Music, Country music, American popular music
  
  Network/Producer: Possibly NBC.
  
  
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **NPC-1211-202-73**
  
  Keywords: Henry Kissinger, Gymnastic, sports
  
  Original Format: 16mm film Film.
  
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **NPC-1211-203-73**
  Not Retained (Secret Service Project) (3/19/1973)
  
  Original Format: 16mm film Film.
  
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*
NAVAL PHOTOGRAPHIC CENTER FILM COLLECTION

- **NPC-1211-204-73**
  Mrs. Nixon receiving the White House Record Library from Clive Davis (Chairman of Board of Directors of the Recording Industry Association of America and President of CBS Record Shop) (3/20/1973, Washington, D.C.)

  Original Format: 16mm film Film.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **NPC-1211-205A-73**
  Mrs. Nixon receiving an honorary member certificate from the "Town & Gown" Chapter of the University of Southern California; Chapter also honors her by creating a scholarship in her name (3/29/1973, Pasadena, California)

  Original Format: 16mm film Film. Cross Reference: 315 (first part).
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **NPC-1211-205B-73**
  Mrs. Nixon receiving a gift from the Women’s Auxiliary of the Los Angeles Medical Association at the Century Plaza Hotel (3/30/1973, Los Angeles, California)

  Original Format: 16mm film Film. Cross Reference: 315 (second part).
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **NPC-1211-206A-73**
  Nixon Bestowing Medal of Freedom on John Ford (Also, the American Film Institute Presenting John Ford with a Lifetime Achievement Award) (3/31/1973, Beverly Hills, California)

  Original Format: 16mm film Film. Cross Reference: 316 (first part).
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*
NAVAL PHOTOGRAPHIC CENTER FILM COLLECTION

- **NPC-1211-206B-73**

  Keywords: Henry Kissinger, Vietnam War

  Original Format: 16mm film Film. Cross Reference: 316 (second part).

  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- **NPC-1211-206C-73**
  Nixon attending Anaheim Angels opener against the Royals (4/6/1973, Anaheim, California)

  Original Format: 16mm film Film.

  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- **NPC-1211-207-73**
  Cancelled (Photo Opportunities) (no date)

  Original Format: 16mm film Film.

  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- **NPC-1211-208-73**
  Not Retained (Secret Service Project) (no date)

  Original Format: 16mm film Film.

  Reference copy may be created upon request.
NAVAL PHOTOGRAPHIC CENTER FILM COLLECTION

- **NPC-1211-209-73**
  Nixon Photo Ops: 1) Meeting with Foreign Minister Gregorio Lopez-Bravo of Spain and Spain's Ambassador Angel Sagaz; 2) Presenting American Cancer Society's Courage Award to Jack Pardee; 3) Meeting with Joseph Luns (NATO Secretary General), Kissinger, Donald Rumsfeld (Ambassador to NATO); 4) State Visit: Lee Kuan Yew, Prime Minister of Singapore; 5) Meeting with Japanese Prefectural Governors (4/9/1973-4/15/1973, Washington, D.C.)
  
  Keywords: Henry Kissinger
  
  Original Format: 16mm film Film.
  
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **NPC-1211-210-73**

  Original Format: 16mm film Film.
  
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **NPC-1211-211-73**

  Runtime: 00:04:00
  
  Network/Producer: The White House, Naval Photographic Center.
  
  Original Format: 16mm film Film.
  
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **NPC-1211-212-73**

  Original Format: 16mm film Film. Cross Reference: 314 (second part).

  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*
NAVAL PHOTOGRAPHIC CENTER FILM COLLECTION

• NPC-1211-213-73

  Original Format: 16mm film Film. Cross Reference: 316 (part three).
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

• NPC-1211-214-73
  Mrs. Nixon conducting tour of the White House South Grounds with the "Society for a More Beautiful National Capitol" (4/14/1973, Washington, D.C.)

  Original Format: 16mm film Film. Cross Reference: 314 (third part).
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

• NPC-1211-215-73

  Keywords: Music, performance, Dancer, dancers, music, celebrities
  Original Format: 16mm film Film.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

• NPC-1211-216-73
  Nixon addressing the National Trade Builders Association (4/16/1973, Washington, D.C.)

  Original Format: 16mm film Film. Cross Reference: 317 (first part).
  Reference copy may be created upon request.
NAVAL PHOTOGRAPHIC CENTER FILM COLLECTION

- **NPC-1211-217-73**
  Frank Sinatra entertaining at the White House (with Italian Prime Minister Andreotti in attendance) (4/17/1973, Washington, D.C.)

  Keywords: Musician, musicians, music, celebrities, performance, American popular music


  *DVD reference copy available*

- **NPC-1211-217A-73**

  Keywords: Henry Kissinger


  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **NPC-1211-218-73**


  *DVD reference copy available*

- **NPC-1211-219-73**
  Nixon family on Easter Sunday (4/22/1973, Key Biscayne, Florida)

  Runtime: 00:04:36

  Network/Producer: The White House, Naval Photographic Center.

  Original Format: 16mm film.

  *DVD reference copy available*
NAVAL PHOTOGRAPHIC CENTER FILM COLLECTION

- **NPC-1211-220-73**
  
  Cancelled (Senator Stennis Meridian) (4/27/1973)

  Original Format: 16mm film Film.

  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **NPC-1211-221-73**
  

  Original Format: 16mm film Film.

  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **NPC-1211-222-73**
  
  Cancelled (Diplomatic credentials) (5/1/1973)

  Original Format: 16mm film Film.

  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **NPC-1211-223-73**
  

  Keywords: Musician, musicians, music, celebrities, performance, American popular music

  Original Format: 16mm film Film. Cross Reference: 319.

  *DVD reference copy available*

- **NPC-1211-224-73**
  
  Julie Nixon Eisenhower and Pearl Bailey attending an award ceremony given by the President’s Committee on Hiring the Handicapped at the Hilton Hotel (5/3/1973, Washington, D.C.)

  Original Format: 16mm film Film. Cross Reference: 320A.

  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*
NAVAL PHOTOGRAPHIC CENTER FILM COLLECTION

- **NPC-1211-225-73**
  Keywords: Henry Kissinger
  Original Format: 16mm film Film.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- **NPC-1211-226-73**
  Original Format: 16mm film Film. Cross Reference: 320B.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- **NPC-1211-227-73**
  Original Format: 16mm film Film.
  DVD reference copy available

- **NPC-1211-228-73**
  Nixon speech on Armed Forces Day (5/19/1973, Norfolk, Virginia)
  Original Format: 16mm film Film. Cross Reference: 320A (first part), 324.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.
NAVAL PHOTOGRAPHIC CENTER FILM COLLECTION

- **NPC-1211-229-73**
  
  Keywords: Henry Kissinger, People's Republic of China

  Original Format: 16mm film Film.
  
  DVD reference copy available

- **NPC-1211-230-73**
  
  Keywords: Henry Kissinger

  Original Format: 16mm film Film.

  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- **NPC-1211-231-73**
  Prisoner of War Day (at the State Department) (includes Speech by Nixon and many entertainers) (5/24/1973, Washington, D.C.)
  
  Keywords: Musician, musicians, music, celebrities, performance, American popular music


  DVD reference copy available

- **NPC-1211-232-73**
  Cancelled (Photo Opportunities) (no date)
  
  Original Format: 16mm film Film.

  Reference copy may be created upon request.
NAVAL PHOTOGRAPHIC CENTER FILM COLLECTION

- **NPC-1211-233-73**

  Keywords: Melvin Laird
  Original Format: 16mm film Film.
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **NPC-1211-234-73**

  Runtime: 00:20:30
  Keywords: Watergate
  Original Format: 16mm film Film. Cross Reference: 321 (second half).
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **NPC-1211-235-73**
  Nixon’s commencement address to the graduating students of Florida Technological University (8/9/1973, Orlando, Florida)

  Original Format: 16mm film Film.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **NPC-1211-236-73**

  Original Format: 16mm film Film.
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*
NAVAL PHOTOGRAPHIC CENTER FILM COLLECTION

• **NPC-1211-237-73**
  
  
  Runtime: 00:29:00
  
  Keywords: Henry Kissinger, Vietnam War
  
  
  Original Format: 16mm film Film.
  
  *DVD reference copy available*

• **NPC-1211-238-73**
  
  Nixon speaking at Dirksen Research Center Dedication (6/15/1973, Pekin, Illinois)
  
  Original Format: 16mm film Film. Cross Reference: 325 (second half).
  
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

• **NPC-1211-239-73**
  
  Diplomatic credentials from the Ambassadors of Yemen Nepal, Malawi, Oman, Khmer Republic, Jordan (6/14/1973, Washington, D.C.)
  
  Original Format: 16mm film Film.
  
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

• **NPC-1211-240-73**
  
  Leonid Brezhnev (General Secretary of the Central Committee of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union) Visit to America (including treaty signing) (6/18/1973-6/24/1973, Washington, D.C.; San Clemente, California; Camp David, Maryland)
  
  Keywords: Henry Kissinger, Melvin Laird
  
  
  *DVD reference copy available*
NAVAL PHOTOGRAPHIC CENTER FILM COLLECTION

- **NPC-1211-241-73**
  
  Original Format: 16mm film Film.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- **NPC-1211-242-73**
  Nixon Photo Ops: 1) Meeting with Secretary Schlesinger, Laird, and Admiral Moorer; 2) Meeting with Dr. Tkach and Dr. DeBakey; 3) Meeting with French Foreign Minister and the Ambassador of the Peoples Republic of China (10/23/1973, San Clemente, California)
  
  Keywords: Henry Kissinger, Melvin Laird, People's Republic of China
  
  Original Format: 16mm film Film.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- **NPC-1211-100-74**
  Swearing-in FBI Director Clarence Kelley (7/9/1973, Washington, D.C.)
  
  Keywords: drugs, drug abuse, narcotics, heroin, marijuana, addicts, addiction, prevention, programs
  
  Original Format: 16mm film Film. Cross Reference: 328 (second part).
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- **NPC-1211-101-74**
  
  Original Format: 16mm film Film.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.
NAVAL PHOTOGRAPHIC CENTER FILM COLLECTION

- **NPC-1211-102-74**
  
  Runtime: 00:06:00
  
  Keywords: American Indians, Native Americans, tribes
  
  Production credits: White House, Naval Photographic Center.
  
  Original Format: 16mm film Film. Original source type: Work Print.

  *DVD reference copy available*

- **NPC-1211-103-74**
  Nixon departing Bethesda Hospital after bout of pneumonia (7/20/1973, Bethesda, Maryland)
  
  Original Format: 16mm film Film.

  *DVD reference copy available*

- **NPC-1211-104-74**
  
  Original Format: 16mm film Film.

  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **NPC-1211-105-74**
  
  Runtime: R1: 00:23:00; R2: 00:23:00
  
  Network/Producer: The White House.
  
  Original Format: 16mm film Film. Cross Reference: 328 (third part).

  *DVD reference copy available*
NAVAL PHOTOGRAPHIC CENTER FILM COLLECTION

- **NPC-1211-106-74**
  
  No sound
  
  Runtime: 00:06:40
  
  Network/Producer: The White House.
  
  Original Format: 16mm film Film.
  
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **NPC-1211-107-74**
  
  Runtime: 00:23:50
  
  Network/Producer: The White House.
  
  
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **NPC-1211-108-74**
  
  Original Format: 16mm film Film.
  
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **NPC-1211-109-74**
  
  Keywords: Melvin Laird
  
  Original Format: 16mm film Film.
  
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*
NAVAL PHOTOGRAPHIC CENTER FILM COLLECTION

• **NPC-1211-110-74**
  Nixon meeting with Mr. Brownell (negotiator of the Colorado River dispute with Mexico) (8/30/1973, San Clemente, California)
  
  Original Format: 16mm film Film.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

• **NPC-1211-111-74**
  Nixon addressing the Veterans of Foreign Wars Convention at Rivergate Convention Center (8/20/1973, New Orleans, Louisiana)
  
  Original Format: 16mm film Film. Cross Reference: 331 (first part).
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

• **NPC-1211-112-74**
  
  Participants: President Richard Nixon
  Keywords: Presidential press conferences, presidential news conferences, interviews, media, Watergate
  Original Format: 16mm film Film. Cross Reference: 331 (second part).
  DVD reference copy available

• **NPC-1211-113-74**
  
  Runtime: R1: 00:33:14; R2: 00:16:30
  Keywords: Henry Kissinger
  Network/Producer: The White House/Naval Photographic Center.
  Original Format: 16mm film Film. Cross Reference: 332 (first part).
  DVD reference copy available
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- **NPC-1211-114-74**
  
  Original Format: 16mm film Film.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- **NPC-1211-115-74**
  Western White House stock footage: Interior and exterior views, living and working spaces (8/1973, San Clemente, California)
  
  Original Format: 16mm film Film.
  DVD reference copy available

- **NPC-1211-116-74**
  Nixon press conference at the Western White House (9/5/1973, San Clemente, California)
  
  Participants: President Richard Nixon
  Keywords: Presidential press conferences, presidential news conferences, interviews, media, Watergate
  
  Original Format: 16mm film Film. Cross Reference: 332 (second part), WHCA-SR-P-730902.
  DVD reference copy available

- **NPC-1211-117-74**
  
  Keywords: Henry Kissinger, Melvin Laird
  
  Original Format: 16mm film Film.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.
NAVAL PHOTOGRAPHIC CENTER FILM COLLECTION

- NPC-1211-118-74

  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- NPC-1211-119-74

  DVD reference copy available

- NPC-1211-120-74
  Nixon Photo Ops: 1) Meeting with Russell Train, Director of the Environmental Protection Agency; 2) State Visit: Prime Minister Bhutto of Pakistan; 3) Meeting with SEATO’s Secretary General Sunthorn Hongladarom and General Scowcroft; 4) Meeting with Senator Goldwater and Harmon Trophy Winners (9/17/1973-9/21/1973, Washington, D.C.)

  Original Format: 16mm film.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- NPC-1211-121-74
  Cancelled (Dallas - Fort Worth) Airport dedication (9/22/1973)

  Original Format: 16mm film.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.
NAVAL PHOTOGRAPHIC CENTER FILM COLLECTION

- **NPC-1211-122-74**

  Keywords: Henry Kissinger
  Original Format: 16mm film Film.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **NPC-1211-123-74**
  - Nixon attending the swearing-in of Dr. Kissinger as Secretary of State (9/22/1973, Washington, D.C.)

  Keywords: Henry Kissinger, Melvin Laird
  Original Format: 16mm film Film. Cross Reference: 333 (third part).
  *CD reference copy available*

- **NPC-1211-124-74**

  Keywords: Henry Kissinger
  Original Format: 16mm film Film.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **NPC-1211-125-74**

  Original Format: 16mm film Film.
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*
NAVAL PHOTOGRAPHIC CENTER FILM COLLECTION

- **NPC-1211-126-74**
  

  Keywords: Henry Kissinger

  Original Format: 16mm film Film. Cross Reference: 333 (fourth part).

  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **NPC-1211-127-74**
  

  Original Format: 16mm film Film. Cross Reference: 334 (first part).

  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **NPC-1211-128-74**
  

  Original Format: 16mm film Film.

  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **NPC-1211-129-74**
  
  Nixon nominating Gerald Ford to be Vice President (10/12/1973, Washington, D.C.)

  Original Format: 16mm film Film. Cross Reference: 334 (second part).

  *DVD reference copy available*
NAVAL PHOTOGRAPHIC CENTER FILM COLLECTION

• NPC-1211-130-74
  Nixon Photo Ops: 1) Meeting with Soya Bean Princesses, Miss Carter; 2) Meeting with President Mobutu of Zaire; 3) Meeting with Secretary Kissinger (upon his selection to receive the Nobel Peace Prize; 4) Meeting with Foreign Ministers from Kuwait, Saudi Arabia, Morocco, and Algeria (10/10/1973-10/18/1973, Washington, D.C.)

  Keywords: Henry Kissinger
  Original Format: 16mm film Film.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

• NPC-1211-131-74

  Keywords: medal of honor, military
  Original Format: 16mm film Film. Cross Reference: 334 (third part).
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

• NPC-1211-132-74
  Nixon presenting Secretary of State William P. Rogers with a Medal of Freedom at a Dinner Ceremony and a Performance by Roger Williams (10/15/1973, Washington, D.C.)

  Keywords: Musician, musicians, music, celebrities, Henry Kissinger, Music, performance
  Original Format: 16mm film Film. Cross Reference: 335.
  DVD reference copy available

• NPC-1211-133-74

  Original Format: 16mm film Film.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.
NAVAL PHOTOGRAPHIC CENTER FILM COLLECTION

- **NPC-1211-134-74**
  
  Runtime: R1: 00:33:00
  Participants: President Richard Nixon
  Keywords: Presidential press conferences, presidential news conferences, interviews, media, Watergate
  Original Format: 16mm film Film.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **NPC-1211-135-74**
  Cancelled (Photo Opportunities) (no date)
  
  Original Format: 16mm film Film.
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **NPC-1211-136-74**
  
  
  Runtime: 00:04:00
  Keywords: Henry Kissinger, Golda Meir, Melvin Laird
  Network/Producer: The White House/Naval Photographic Center.
  Original Format: 16mm film Film.
  *DVD reference copy available*
NAVAL PHOTOGRAPHIC CENTER FILM COLLECTION

- **NPC-1211-137-74**
  Nixon meeting with selected governors, mayors and county officials to discuss energy shortages (11/07/1974, Washington, D.C.)
  
  Original Format: 16mm film.
  
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- **NPC-1211-138-74**
  
  Original Format: 16mm film.
  
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- **NPC-1211-139-74**
  
  Original Format: 16mm film.
  
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- **NPC-1211-140-74**
  Cancelled (Briefing on Energy Crises) (11/9/1973)
  
  Original Format: 16mm film.
  
  Reference copy may be created upon request.
NAVAL PHOTOGRAPHIC CENTER FILM COLLECTION

- **NPC-1211-141-74**
  President Nixon and Mrs. Nixon Photo Ops: 1) President Nixon signing the Trans-Alaska Pipeline Bill; 2) Fall Foliage outside the White House; 3) Mrs. Nixon meeting with the National Hemophilia Poster Children; 4) Mrs. Nixon receiving Thanksgiving turkeys from National Turkey Federation [BETA SP available]

  Original Format: 16mm film Film.
  DVD reference copy available

- **NPC-1211-142-74**

  Original Format: 16mm film Film.
  DVD reference copy available

- **NPC-1211-143-74**

  Original Format: 16mm film Film. Cross Reference: 337 (first part).
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- **NPC-1211-144A-74**
  Nixon addressing the Associated Press Managing Editors Association Convention (11/17/1973, Orlando, Florida)

  Reel 2: "I'm not a crook." No picture for first minute and a half. Picture ends at 13:00 (in the middle of Nixon’s response to the gas rationing question). Picture comes back at 14:20 (after AF1 joke). Video goes out of sync at 21:19.

  Keywords: Watergate
  Network/Producer: The White House/Naval Photographic Center.
  Original Format: 16mm film Film. Cross Reference: 339 (first part).
  DVD reference copy available
NAVAL PHOTOGRAPHIC CENTER FILM COLLECTION

- **NPC-1211-144B-74**
  Nixon addressing gathering in Honor of Mercer College's Walter F. George School of Law's 100th Anniversary (11/17/1973, Macon, Georgia)

  
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- **NPC-1211-144C-74**
  Nixon addressing Republican Governors Conference (11/20/1973, Memphis, Tennessee)

  
  DVD reference copy available

- **NPC-1211-145-74**
  Cancelled (Photo Opportunities) (no date)

  Original Format: 16mm film.
  
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- **NPC-1211-146-74**

  Keywords: Henry Kissinger, Melvin Laird, African Americans

  Original Format: 16mm film.
  
  DVD reference copy available
NAVAL PHOTOGRAPHIC CENTER FILM COLLECTION

- **NPC-1211-147-74**

  Original Format: 16mm film Film. Cross Reference: 337 (second part).
  
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- **NPC-1211-148-74**
  Nixon and Mrs. Nixon attending SAHEL Desert Charity Ball at the Sheraton Park Hotel for six drought-stricken West African nations. The ball was sponsored by the Six of Sahara (SOS) Desert Benefit Committee (11/30/1973, Washington, D.C.)

  Original Format: 16mm film Film. Cross Reference: 338A (third part).
  
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- **NPC-1211-149-74**

  Original Format: 16mm film Film.
  
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- **NPC-1211-150-74**

  Participants: Richard Nixon, Nicolae Ceaușescu
  Keywords: Henry Kissinger, Romania

  
  Reference copy may be created upon request.
NAVAL PHOTOGRAPHIC CENTER FILM COLLECTION

- **NPC-1211-151-74**
  President Nixon and President Ceausescu of Romania Signing Economic and Technology Treaty (12/5/1973, Washington, D.C.)
  
  Runtime: 00:09:50
  
  Network/Producer: White House. Production credits: Naval Photographic Center.
  
  
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **NPC-1211-152-74**
  Swearing-in of Vice President Gerald Ford (12/6/1973, Washington, D.C.)
  
  Keywords: Henry Kissinger
  
  Original Format: 16mm film. Cross Reference: 338B.
  
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **NPC-1211-153-74**
  
  Runtime: 00:14:20
  
  Keywords: Musician, musicians, music, celebrities, performance, Country Western Music, Country music, American popular music
  
  Production credits: The White House, Naval Photographic Center.
  
  Original Format: 16mm film.
  
  *DVD reference copy available*
NAVAL PHOTOGRAPHIC CENTER FILM COLLECTION

- **NPC-1211-154-74**
  Mrs. Nixon and Secretary Morris lighting of the National Christmas Tree on the ellipse (12/14/1973, Washington, D.C.)
  
  Original Format: 16mm film Film. Cross Reference: 340A (third part) - 340B.
  
  [DVD reference copy available](#)

- **NPC-1211-155-74**
  
  Original Format: 16mm film Film. Cross Reference: 339 (second part).
  
  [DVD reference copy available](#)

- **NPC-1211-156-74**
  Not Retained (Annual Physical) (12/15/1973)
  
  Original Format: 16mm film Film.
  
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- **NPC-1211-157-74**
  
  Keywords: Henry Kissinger
  
  Original Format: 16mm film Film.
  
  [DVD reference copy available](#)
NAVAL PHOTOGRAPHIC CENTER FILM COLLECTION

• NPC-1211-157A-74
  Original Format: 16mm film Film.
  DVD reference copy available

• NPC-1211-158-74
  Original Format: 16mm film Film.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

• NPC-1211-159-74
  Original Format: 16mm film Film.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

• NPC-1211-160-74
  Original Format: 16mm film Film.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.
NAVAL PHOTOGRAPHIC CENTER FILM COLLECTION

- **NPC-1211-160A-74**
  
  President Nixon receiving diplomatic credentials from the Ambassadors of Argentina, El Salvador, Pakistan, Tunisia, Cyprus, Zaire, Oman, and Korea (2/1/1974, Washington, D.C.)

  Silent footage.

  Runtime: 00:07:45

  Network/Producer: The White House/Naval Photographic Center Film Collection.

  Original Format: 16mm film Film.

  *DVD reference copy available*

- **NPC-1211-161-74**
  


  Original Format: 16mm film Film. Cross Reference: 341A (first part).

  *DVD reference copy available*

- **NPC-1211-162-74**
  

  Original Format: 16mm film Film.

  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **NPC-1211-163-74**
  
  Nixon addressing the American Hospital Association Convention (2/5/1974, Washington, D.C.)

  Runtime: 00:30:45

  Keywords: Health care, health insurance, Comprehensive Health Insurance Plan, CHIP

  Original Format: 16mm film Film. Cross Reference: 341A (second part) - 341B.

  *DVD reference copy available*
NAVAL PHOTOGRAPHIC CENTER FILM COLLECTION

- **NPC-1211-164-74**
  Runtime: 00:02:40
  Production credits: The White House, Naval Photographic Center.
  Original Format: 16mm film Film. Original source type: Work Print.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **NPC-1211-165A-74**
  Nixon speech at the Cedars of Lebanon Health Center (2/14/1974, Miami, Florida)
  Original Format: 16mm film Film. Cross Reference: 342A (second part).
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **NPC-1211-165B-74**
  Nixon and Governor Wallace Speaking on Honor America Day at Big Spring Park (2/18/1974, Huntsville, Alabama)
  Original Format: 16mm film Film. Cross Reference: 342A (third part) - 342B.
  *CD reference copy available*

- **NPC-1211-166-74**
  Nixon speaking on Lincoln Day at the Lincoln Memorial (2/12/1974, Washington, D.C.)
  Original Format: 16mm film Film.
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*
NAVAL PHOTOGRAPHIC CENTER FILM COLLECTION

- **NPC-1211-167-74**
  - Nixon Photo Ops: 1) Meeting with Ismail Fahmi (Foreign Minister of Egypt) and Omar Sa; 2) Meeting with Secretary Weinberger; 3) Receiving, certificate, medallions and membership from the Boy Scouts of America; 4) Meeting with the Executive Protective Service and Maryland State Police, who saved the White House from a stolen helicopter attack (2/19/1974-2/22/1974, Washington, D.C.)
  - Keywords: Henry Kissinger
  - Original Format: 16mm film Film.
  - Reference copy may be created upon request.

- **NPC-1211-168-74**
  - Keywords: Vietnam War
  - Original Format: 16mm film Film.
  - Reference copy may be created upon request.

- **NPC-1211-169-74**
  - Runtime: R1-2: 00:48:06
  - Participants: President Richard Nixon
  - Keywords: Presidential press conferences, presidential news conferences, interviews, media, Watergate, Impeachment
  - Network/Producer: The White House/Naval Photographic Center.
  - Original Format: 16mm film Film. Cross Reference: 343.
  - DVD reference copy available
NAVAL PHOTOGRAPHIC CENTER FILM COLLECTION

- NPC-1211-170-74
  George Bush (Chairman of the Republican National Committee) and Nixon addressing the Young Republican Leadership Conference at the Shoreham Hotel (2/28/1974, Washington, D.C.)

  Original Format: 16mm film Film. Cross Reference: 344A-344B.

  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- NPC-1211-171-74

  Original Format: 16mm film Film.

  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- NPC-1211-172-74


  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- NPC-1211-173-74

  Participants: President Richard Nixon
  Keywords: Presidential press conferences, presidential news conferences, interviews, media, Watergate, Impeachment

  Original Format: 16mm film Film.

  DVD reference copy available
NAVAL PHOTOGRAPHIC CENTER FILM COLLECTION

• NPC-1211-174-74
  R 1: Pearl Bailey entertaining at the White House's Governor's Dinner - R: 2 President Nixon playing piano while Pearl sings, then presents Pearl Bailey with the Ambassador of Love Pin (3/7/1974, Washington, D.C.)

  Keywords: Musician, musicians, music, celebrities, performance, American popular music
  Original Format: 16mm film Film. Cross Reference: 345.
  DVD reference copy available

• NPC-1211-175-74

  Participants: President Richard Nixon
  Keywords: Presidential press conferences, presidential news conferences, interviews, media
  Original Format: 16mm film Film. Cross Reference: 348.
  DVD reference copy available

• NPC-1211-176-74
  Nixon addressing the National Association of Broadcasters, Reels 1-2. Topics include the question of resignation, impeachment inquiries, oil shortages, embargo, and prices, Middle East, House Judiciary Committee, relations with the press, payment to Watergate defendants, food prices, economy/unemployment, the President's views on the broadcast media (3/19/1974, Houston, Texas)

  Runtime: R1: 00:34:29
  Keywords: Watergate, impeachment
  Original Format: 16mm film Film.
  DVD reference copy available

• NPC-1211-176A-74
  Nixon speech at the Lyndon Baines Johnson Space Flight Center. Includes tour (interior) of Space Center; being briefed on space modules; presenting medals to three U.S. Astronauts. (3/20/1974, Houston, Texas)

  Keywords: NASA, National Aeronautics and Space Administration, space program, astronauts
  Original Format: 16mm film Film.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.
NAVAL PHOTOGRAPHIC CENTER FILM COLLECTION

- **NPC-1211-177-74**

  Keywords: Henry Kissinger
  Original Format: 16mm film Film.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- **NPC-1211-178-74**
  Nixon addressing the Veterans of Foreign Wars Convention and Dinner at the Sheraton Park Hotel (3/12/1974, Washington, D.C.)

  Original Format: 16mm film Film. Cross Reference: 346.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- **NPC-1211-179-74**

  Original Format: 16mm film Film.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- **NPC-1211-180-74**
  Nixon visiting Nashville, Tennessee: 1) Addressing Crowd at Nashville International Airport; 2) Addressing audience at the dedication of the new Grand Ole Opry House (3/16/1974, Nashville, Tennessee)

  Keywords: Musician, musicians, music, celebrities, Country Western Music, Country music, American popular music
  Original Format: 16mm film Film. Cross Reference: 347.
  DVD reference copy available
NAVAL PHOTOGRAPHIC CENTER FILM COLLECTION

- **NPC-1211-181-74**
  
  President Nixon Photo Ops: 1) Meeting with Secretary Weinberger to discuss his education address; 2) Meeting with Secretary Kissinger to discuss his USSR trip (3/21/1974-3/22/1974, Washington, D.C.)

  Keywords: Henry Kissinger
  
  Original Format: 16mm film Film.
  
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **NPC-1211-182-74**
  

  Original Format: 16mm film Film.
  
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **NPC-1211-183-74**
  

  Original Format: 16mm film Film. Cross Reference: 353A-353B.
  
  *CD reference copy available*

- **NPC-1211-184-74**
  

  Original Format: 16mm film Film.
  
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*
NAVAL PHOTOGRAPHIC CENTER FILM COLLECTION

- NPC-1211-185-74
  Keywords: Vietnam War
  Original Format: 16mm film Film. Cross Reference: 354A.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- NPC-1211-186-74
  Original Format: 16mm film Film.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- NPC-1211-187-74
  Original Format: 16mm film Film. Cross Reference: 354B.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- NPC-1211-188-74
  Original Format: 16mm film Film.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- NPC-1211-189-74
  Cancelled (Disaster Areas in Ohio and Kentucky) (no date)
  Original Format: 16mm film Film.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.
NAVAL PHOTOGRAPHIC CENTER FILM COLLECTION

- **NPC-1211-190-74**
  
  Original Format: 16mm film Film. Cross Reference: 355A.
  DVD reference copy available

- **NPC-1211-191-74**
  Not Retained (Presidential Portrait) (no date)
  
  Original Format: 16mm film Film.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- **NPC-1211-192-74**
  
  Keywords: Henry Kissinger
  
  Original Format: 16mm film Film.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- **NPC-1211-193-74**
  
  Original Format: 16mm film Film. Cross Reference: 355B.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.
NAVAL PHOTOGRAPHIC CENTER FILM COLLECTION

• NPC-1211-194-74

  Original Format: 16mm film
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

• NPC-1211-195-74
  Cancelled (Photo Opportunities) (no date)

  Original Format: 16mm film
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

• NPC-1211-196-74
  Nixon addressing the Mississippi Economic Council (4/25/1974, Jackson, Mississippi)

  Original Format: 16mm film
  Cross Reference: 356A
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

• NPC-1211-197-74
  Nixon meeting with the "Support by Citizens for the President Committee" (5/1/1974, Washington, D.C.)

  Original Format: 16mm film
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

• NPC-1211-198-74
  Nixon speaking at the 62nd Chamber of Commerce Dinner at the Hilton Hotel (4/30/1974, Washington, D.C.)

  Keywords: weather, natural disasters, storms, tornado, 1974 Super Tornado, 1974 Super Outbreak

  Original Format: 16mm film
  Cross Reference: 356B
  Reference copy may be created upon request.
NAVAL PHOTOGRAPHIC CENTER FILM COLLECTION

- **NPC-1211-199-74**
  Keywords: weather, natural disasters, storms, tornado, 1974 Super Tornado, 1974 Super Outbreak
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **NPC-1211-199A-74**
  Keywords: energy, environment, environmental, ecology, pollution, mountains, lakes, rivers, clean air, clean water, Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
  Original Format: 16mm film. Cross Reference: 357A (second part) - 357B.
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **NPC-1211-200-74**
  Nixon speech at Oklahoma State University (5/11/1974, Enid, Oklahoma; Stillwater, Oklahoma)
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **NPC-1211-201-74**
  Keywords: Vietnam War
  Original Format: 16mm film.
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*
NAVAL PHOTOGRAPHIC CENTER FILM COLLECTION

- **NPC-1211-202-74**
  

  
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- **NPC-1211-202A-74**
  

  Original Format: 16mm film.
  
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- **NPC-1211-203-74**
  
  Nixon and Enrique Olivares Santana, President of the Mexican Senate, addressing participants in the 14th Mexico-United States Interparliamentary Conference (5/15/1974, Washington, D.C.)

  
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- **NPC-1211-204-74**
  

  Original Format: 16mm film.
  
  Reference copy may be created upon request.
NAVAL PHOTOGRAPHIC CENTER FILM COLLECTION

- **NPC-1211-205-74**
  

  Keywords: Henry Kissinger
  
  Original Format: 16mm film Film.

  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **NPC-1211-206-74**
  
  
  1) Meeting with Lowell Thomas; 2) Meeting with Prince Fahd of Saudi Arabia; 3) Signing Colorado River Basin Salinity Bill.

  Runtime: 00:05:35

  Original Format: 16mm film Film.

  *DVD reference copy available*

- **NPC-1211-207-74**
  
  Nixon's commencement address at the United States Naval Academy (6/5/1974, Annapolis, Maryland)

  Original Format: 16mm film Film. Cross Reference: 359A (second part) - 359B.

  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **NPC-1211-208-74**
  
  Nixon's visit to the Mideast: Austria; Egypt; Saudi Arabia; Syria; Israel; Jordan; Azores (6/10/1974-6/19/1974)

  Syria: reels 3, 6, 30, 31, 33.

  See shot cards for reel and scene descriptions.

  Participants: President Nixon, President of Syria Hafez al-Assad

  Keywords: Henry Kissinger, Golda Meir, Hafez al-Assad


  *DVD reference copy available*
NAVAL PHOTOGRAPHIC CENTER FILM COLLECTION

- **NPC-1211-209-74**
  Diplomatic credentials from the Ambassadors of Bulgaria, Togo, Zambia, Chad, Guinea, Sweden (6/5/1974, Washington, D.C.)

  Original Format: 16mm film Film.
  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **NPC-1211-210-74**

  Keywords: Henry Kissinger
  Original Format: 16mm film Film. Cross Reference: 369B (second part) - 372A.
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **NPC-1211-211-74**
  Nixon addressing the Citizens Congress for Fairness to the President at the Shoreham Hotel (6/9/1974, Washington, D.C.)

  Runtime: 00:26:15

  Original Format: 16mm film Film.
  *DVD reference copy available*
NAVAL PHOTOGRAPHIC CENTER FILM COLLECTION

- **NPC-1211-212-74**
  

  Keywords: People's Republic of China
  
  Original Format: 16mm film Film.  
  
  *DVD reference copy available*

- **NPC-1211-101-75**
  

  Original Format: 16mm film Film. Cross Reference: 372B.

  *Reference copy may be created upon request.*

- **NPC-1211-102-75**
  

  No sound.

  Runtime: 00:56:15

  Keywords: Henry Kissinger
  
  Network/Producer: The White House/Naval Photographic Center.


  *DVD reference copy available*
NAVAL PHOTOGRAPHIC CENTER FILM COLLECTION

- **NPC-1211-103-75**
  Nixon speech on the economy at the Century Plaza Hotel (7/25/1974, Los Angeles, California)
  
  Original Format: 16mm film Film. Cross Reference: 373A (second part) -373B.
  
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- **NPC-1211-104-75**
  Not Accessioned (Photo Opportunities) (no date)
  
  Original Format: 16mm film Film.
  
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

- **NPC-1211-105-75**
  Various Photo Ops:  1) Nixon informing his Cabinet that he would follow constitutional methods to remain as President (21 feet); 2) Crowds gathering outside White House prior to Nixon’s resignation (140 feet) (8/5/1974-8/11/1974, Washington, D.C.)
  
  Participants: President Nixon Vice President Gerald R. Ford Henry A. Kissinger, Secretary of State William E. Simon, Secretary of the Treasury James R. Schlesinger, Secretary of Defense William B. Saxbe, Attorney General Rogers C. B. Morton, Secretary of the Interior Earl L. Butz, Secretary of Agriculture Frederick B. Dent, Secretary of Commerce Peter J. Brennan, Secretary of Labor Caspar Weinberger, Secretary of HEW James T. Lynn, Secretary of HUD Claude S. Brinegar, Secretary of Transportation Roy L. Ash, Director of OMB John A. Scali, Ambassador from the U.S. to the UN, Dean Burch, Counselor, Kenneth Rush, Counselor, George Bush, Chairman of the Republican National Committee (RNC), Alexander Haig Jr., Ronald L. Ziegler
  
  Keywords: Henry Kissinger
  
  Original Format: 16mm film Film.
  
  DVD reference copy available

- **NPC-1211-106-75**
  President Nixon's farewell speech to his to staff (8/9/1974, Washington, D.C.)
  
  Runtime: 00:28:10
  
  Keywords: Watergate, resignation
  
  Original Format: 16mm film Film.
  
  DVD reference copy available
NAVAL PHOTOGRAPHIC CENTER FILM COLLECTION

• NPC-Track-134
  Classical music; People talking (a reception?); smooth music with people applauding. (no date)
  
  Keywords: Music, performance
  Original Format: 16mm film Film.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

• NPC-Track-135
  Classical music (a rehearsal?); Conversation between Nixon and unidentified people (a wedding); Crowd scene, people talking, Nixon heard in the crowd (no date)
  
  Keywords: Music, performance
  Original Format: 16mm film Film.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

• NPC-Track-73
  Music concert (no date)
  
  Keywords: Music, performance
  Original Format: 16mm film Film.
  Reference copy may be created upon request.

• NPC-1973-Orphan
  
  Original Format: 16mm film Film.
  VHS reference copy available